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Top 1% of Realtors Nationwide

*Represented Buyer
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Can you say these things about your Realtor?
Licensed real estate broker for 21 years, licensed attorney for 36 years
Trained and experienced negotiator and mediator; Court appointed Special Master
to sell homes
Teacher of law and real estate
Bay Area native with extensive community involvement including Las Lomitas
School Board Trustee
Extensive construction, remodeling and renovation experience
Team of professionals to assist buyers and sellers
Top 1% of Coldwell Banker agents worldwide

Elaine’s Clients Say...

“I

n buying our new dream home, Elaine was creative & persistent. She continues to be there
for our family as a trusted adviser, friend & resource. We have & will continue to recommend
Elaine to anyone looking to sell or purchase a home. Her knowledge, negotiating skills, great
service, professionalism & outstanding performance truly set her apart.”
— Chet & Roxanne, Atherton buyers

“E

laine helped us sell an inherited property – we were out of state and dealing with lots of
complicated factors, and Elaine made the entire process easy adn created a strategy that
maximized the sale value of the property.”
— Suzie, Woodside seller

“E

laine’s experience was invaluable as we looked at a variety of properties. She was patient
when we got cold feet and was supportive when we were ready to take the plunge. She has
remained in contact and been helpful after we closed on our homes. We cannot recommend her
enough.”
— Mike & Erin, Belmont Buyers

Elaine Berlin White
Top 1% of Coldwell Banker Agents Worldwide
Top 250 Real Estate Teams, Wall St. Journal 2016
1377 El Camino Real, Menlo Park 94025
ewhite@cbnorcal.com | www.elainewhite.com
650.465.4663 | CalBRE #01182467
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Broker Associate, Attorney at Law
www.elainewhite.com

RealEstate
www.facebook.com/EBWRealEstate
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Veronica Weber

rom Foothills Park to the Baylands’ duck
pond, the city of Palo Alto draws nature
lovers of any stripe. For those who prefer
hip urbanity, University Avenue and California
Avenue (which goes by the moniker Cal Ave)
and nearby Stanford University offer anything
culturally cutting-edge.
From its earliest history, the city — named
for a huge old redwood tree — has always
known where it wants to be and has allowed a
diversity of minds and experiences to color that
vision.
Now, more than 65,000 people call this city
home, from professors and high-tech workers
to students.
From its own utility to its cherished libraries,
to its annual chili cookoff to its May Fete
Parade, Palo Alto prides itself on being first for
things like its children’s library and its internet
home page (1994).
Unlike many towns in California, Palo Alto’s
neighborhoods don’t look the same. From early
California bungalows to shingled Craftsman
cottages to iconic Eichlers, each one has its
architectural and cultural personality. The rural
Esther Clark Park feels like its a world away,
while Greenmeadow’s pool and community
center draws neighbors out of their homes, and
Crescent Park’s stately mansions inspire awe.
This edition of Our Neighborhoods is
peopled with anecdotes about what it’s like to
live in the city’s neighborhoods. Like the old
Sesame Street song lyric “Who are the people
in your neighborhood? They’re the people
that you meet when you’re walking down the
street...”
Residents who were willing to open up their

Palo Alto Hills
lives and offer their opinions about teardowns,
traffic and even technology made the stories
better. When people are willing to get out
of their homes, go to neighborhood parks,
connect over dogs or strollers or a Fourth of
July picnic, it’s clear that those connections
strengthen neighbors and neighborhoods.
Maps of each city or town show the location
of the neighborhoods. A fact box for each
neighborhood provides information about
schools, fire stations, shopping and homes.
You can download neighborhood maps or
learn about other neighborhoods not in this
book by visiting paloaltoonline.com/real_estate.
Neighborhoods in Palo Alto, Mountain View
and Los Altos are also profiled at that website.
—Elizabeth Lorenz, Home and Real Estate Editor
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On the Cover: Abby Walker (13), her
four-year-old sister Emma and 11-year-old
brother Michael play on a geodesic dome
in front of their house in the Palo Alto
Orchards neighborhood. Photo by Veronica
Weber.
Inset: Homes like this are typical in the
Professorville neighborhood.
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We don’t get great listings. We make great listings.

DeLeon Realty

At DeLeon Realty, we are not limited to accepting only turn-key,
luxury-grade listings. Our innovative team of specialists enables us
to transform every one of our listings into a truly must-have home.
Let us show you what we can do for your home.
Visit deleonrealty.com.
®

650.488.7325

|

www.DELEONREALTY.com

|

DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224
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REDEFINING REAL ESTATE SINCE 2006
369 S. SAN ANTONIO ROAD LOS ALTOS (650) 947-2900
258 HIGH STREET PALO ALTO (650) 323-1900

PALO ALTO

^

^

^ LOS ALTOS ^

OWEN HALLIDAY
Sales Manager

BRIAN CHANCELLOR
Sales Manager

W W W. S E R E N O G R O U P. C O M

PALO ALTO | LOS ALTOS | SARATOGA | LOS GATOS | WILLOW GLEN | WESTSIDE SANTA CRUZ | SANTA CRUZ | APTOS
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Our success comes from the value we place
on the relationship with the clients we serve.
“Among The AW Team’s many strengths is their sense of the Mid-Peninsula market, ability to bring multiple
opportunities to both buyers and sellers and unique analytical approach to help.” — Clifford C.

“The AW Team was far more interested in helping me make
the best decision for my family than just completing the sale,
for which I am very grateful. Their recommendation to wait
a year before selling my property paid off, as the market
rose dramatically during that time. Their exceptional
knowledge of the fast-moving Mid-Peninsula market
enabled me to understand the strengths and challenges of
a seller. They explained and helped me through every aspect
of each transaction, while letting me make the ﬁnal decisions.
They also are very innovative in their marketing and
networking to create the best opportunities for clients.
Having worked with Adam and Wendy on several transactions,
I highly recommend them as trusted, client-focused real
estate professionals who will deliver results.” — Constance B.

“The AW Team has clients’ best interests in mind
throughout the entire real estate transaction process.
In our case, Adam and Wendy encouraged us to be
patient and not rush into just any purchase. They
provided thorough research on comparable homes,
supply and demand, and existing offers to determine
reasonable market pricing specific to the Mid-Peninsula,
then guided us on the pros and cons of each specific
property. Their team approach , attention to detail,
and overall knowledge not only helped us understand
and navigate the Mid-Peninsula’s challenging real
estate market, but gave us confidence in our decision
and purchase. We have already recommended The AW
Team to friends!” — Lisa C.

Visit us at TheAWTeam.com or contact us directly.

Adam M. Touni
Broker-Associate | Attorney
C 650. 336.8530 | atouni@pacunion.com

Wendy Kandasamy
Luxury Property Specialist
D 650.380.0220 | wendyk@pacunion.com
TheAWTeam.com

361 Lytton Avenue suite 200, Palo Alto, CA 94301 | License #01880106, #01425837
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Downtown North

Veronica Weber

W

alkability is what attracted Eric
Rosenblum and his wife Titi Liu to
their Downtown North neighborhood
in 2012. They loved that they could walk to
restaurants, ice cream or the kids’ schools.
After college, the couple spent 10 years living in
China, before settling in South Palo Alto, which
Rosenblum describes as “much more suburban.”
“We see people a lot more here,” he said.
An additional motivation for the family was
to find a place where their son, who has vision
problems, could get around by himself, either by
foot or bike.
“We had friends in Downtown North, and we
were jealous. We asked them to keep their eyes
open” for a house, Rosenblum said. They waited
more than a year.
Besides being close to University Avenue’s
amenities, Rosenblum’s family enjoys their easy
access to Johnson Park, where neighbors started
a “mash up.” Every Friday last year, families
from his daughter’s third-grade class at Addison
Elementary School would meet up at the park
with potluck dishes to share.
He’s never found the park crowded and said
the kids can play on the jungle gym without
having to wait their turn.
“Johnson Park is like a block party every
week,” he said.
A major potluck has been held for the last
few years at Johnson Park the weekend before
Memorial Day, with close to 80 people in
attendance, longtime resident Geoff Ball said.
There’s even a booth set up to tell neighbors
10 | Palo Alto Weekly | Neighborhoods

about the Emergency Preparedness Committee,
as well as a fire truck that “draws the kids.”
Downtown North’s location also encourages
walking and biking to nearby spots.
“We’re close to everything downtown. I like
being close to services” like banks, and “the
library is a good substitute for a home office,”
Ball said.
“We spend more time exploring new places,”
Rosenblum added, noting they’ve biked to
Stanford for concerts, and they’re very close to
Caltrain.
“We will go for weeks without driving cars.
That’s a luxury,” he added.
While the Rosenblum/Liu family was
attracted by the walk-ability, Geoff and Camille
Ball came to Downtown North in 1977 because
of the trees, Geoff Ball said.
By then the downtown area was “really
suffering, a pretty sorry space in terms of
retail,” he said. Some of the actions taken by
the City Council then to induce people to
return downtown have come back to haunt
them — especially by offering breaks in parking
responsibilities that encouraged people to travel
by car, he said.
But that dynamic is shifting, he said, and he’s
noticed more bicycles.
Rosenblum agreed that many more residents
are biking rather than driving. He bikes with
his daughter to Addison before returning
downtown to his office — which sports a huge
indoor bike-parking area.
Although car parking has become a major

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (AND NEARBY):
Discovery Children’s House — Montessori, 437 Webster
St.; Downtown Children’s Center, 555 Waverley St.; First
School, 625 Hamilton Ave.
FIRE STATION: No. 1, 301 Alma St.
LIBRARY: Downtown branch, 270 Forest Ave.
LOCATION: between San Francisquito Creek and
University Avenue, Alma Street and Middleﬁeld Road
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Geoff Ball,
neighborhood preparedness coordinator,
ghball@aol.com
PARKS: Cogswell Plaza, Lytton Avenue between
Ramona and Bryant streets; El Camino Park, 100
El Camino Real; El Palo Alto Park, Alma Street at El
Camino Real; Hopkins Creekside Park, Palo Alto Avenue
from El Camino Real to Middleﬁeld Road; Johnson Park,
Everett Avenue and Waverley Street
POST OFFICE: Hamilton, 380 Hamilton Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Addison Elementary School,
Jordan Middle School, Palo Alto High School
SHOPPING: University Avenue, Stanford Shopping
Center

issue for some of his neighbors, Rosenblum said
“the trade-off of living close to friends and work
— you just can’t calculate that. It’s worth a lot,”
he said.
“So much about the neighborhood is great.
People are overly obsessed with parking,” he
added.
— Carol Blitzer, 2015
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Crescent Park

Veronica Weber

C

rescent Park is renowned for elegant
homes on spacious, verdant lots and
wide streets that are canopied by grand
trees. The neighborhood has the feeling of a
small town, with the advantage of being located
next to Palo Alto’s bustling downtown with its
many restaurants, shops and businesses. It’s no
wonder that residents like Facebook founder
Mark Zuckerberg and former San Francisco
49ers quarterback Steve Young have chosen to
make Crescent Park their home.
Anne Butler, who moved from New York City
with her family in July, liked the East-Coast feel
of the neighborhood and the charm of the old
houses.
“We looked at Menlo Park, Atherton and Los
Altos, but we chose Crescent Park because it
was the most quintessential Norman Rockwell
neighborhood,” Butler said. But the biggest
draw was the accessibility to schools and
activities for her children.
Butler and her husband, Bill, have four
children and a fifth on the way. “Being pregnant,
I knew for sure that I needed my kids to be
able to ride their bikes or walk to school. The
kids here seem to have more flexibility and
freedom than most places. What I love most
is that my kids organize their own playdates,
and we always have kids in the kitchen. It’s very
different from New York where everything was
so structured, and almost everyone had fulltime nannies,” Butler said.
Harriet Berner, who has lived in the

12 | Palo Alto Weekly | Neighborhoods

neighborhood for more than 40 years, was also
attracted to the neighborhood for the same
reasons as Butler. “It is a great neighborhood
to raise children. My kids played in the street
and walked to school and rode their bikes to the
Children’s Library. They loved it,” Berner said.
The idyllic family-oriented nature of the
neighborhood can be seen on a typical Sunday
stroll through Eleanor Pardee Park, where
two boys play a game of catch, toddlers dig in
the sandbox and a dad tosses a Frisbee with
his children. The park, which at 9.6 acres is
the second largest neighborhood park in Palo
Alto, includes two children’s playgrounds, a
picnic area with barbecues, paths for walking or
jogging and community vegetable gardens.
Janet Seaman, who has lived in Crescent Park
since 1980, frequently walks her dog, Bella, in the
park. Seaman and her husband came to the area
when he attended Stanford and decided to stay.
“Once you live here, you can’t go back. It’s a
beautiful area with lots of amenities, and the
trees are to die for,” she said.
Seaman also appreciates the great schools
nearby. “Our kids went to Walter Hays,
Duveneck, Jordan and Paly. Now my daughter
teaches at Duveneck and my grandkids get to go
there,” she said.
The broad appeal of the neighborhood has
created some changes that long-term residents
do not so much appreciate, including lots
of on-going construction and an increase in
surrounding traffic. But, even with these changes,

FACTS
FIRE STATION: No. 3, 799 Embarcadero Road
LIBRARY: Rinconada Library, 1213 Newell Road
LOCATION: bounded by San Francisquito Creek, Newell
Road, Channing Avenue and Middleﬁeld Road
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Norman Beamer,
president, 650-327-7071
PARKS: Eleanor Pardee Park, 851 Center Drive; Hopkins
Creekside Park along Palo Alto Avenue
POST OFFICES: Hamilton, 380 Hamilton Ave.; Main,
2085 E. Bayshore Road
PRIVATE SCHOOLS: St. Elizabeth Seton School, 1095
Channing Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Duveneck Elementary School,
Jordan Middle School, Palo Alto High School
SHOPPING (NEARBY): The Willows Market, 60
Middleﬁeld Road, Menlo Park; University Avenue in
downtown Palo Alto; Edgewood Plaza Shopping Center

Crescent Park has managed to retain its unique
character with a mix of architectural styles,
including many old-fashioned homes that have
been remodeled on the inside while preserving
their traditional exteriors.
The friendliness and sense of community has
also been preserved.
“We live in a cul-de-sac and everybody knows
everybody,” Seaman said. “It’s a wonderful
neighborhood where everybody watches out for
one another.”
— Kathy Cordova, 2015
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1117 Hamilton Avenue

SOLD - Buyer & Seller Representation

1768 Emerson Street

1115 Ramona Street

SOLD - Buyer Representation

611 N. California Avenue

SOLD - Seller Representation

SOLD - Seller Representation

3192 Fallen Leaf Street

SOLD - Seller Representation

170 N. California Avenue

SOLD - Buyer Representation

Over

$500,000,000
in Palo Alto Sales

3435 Cork Oak Way

759A Loma Verde Avenue

SOLD - Buyer Representation

381 Lincoln Avenue

SOLD - Seller Representation

SOLD - Buyer & Seller Representation

2150 Cowper Street

SOLD - Buyer Representation

1484 Hamilton Avenue

SOLD - Buyer Representation

780 Palo Alto Avenue

SOLD - Seller Representation

776 Palo Alto Avenue

SOLD - Seller Representation

678 Webster Street #2

SOLD - Buyer Representation

1764 Emerson Street

SOLD - Buyer Representation

Miles McCormick
H o m e s O f Pa l o A l to. co m
Averaging 10,000 Visits Per Month

650-400-1001
calBRE 01184883
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University South

Veronica Weber

W

hich Palo Alto neighborhood has access
to a library, grocery store, coffee shop,
City Hall, the police department and
University Avenue, all within walking distance?
The answer is University South.
A quiet neighborhood with well-kept sidewalks
and tree-lined streets, University South is home
to many long-time Palo Alto residents.
Carol Kiparsky and Ian Irwin have lived in their
home on Cowper Street since 1996. They are
now “delightfully retired” and have watched the
neighborhood change over the past few decades.
The couple moved from a larger home in a
suburban neighborhood in South Palo Alto near
Loma Verde. After the last of their children left
for college, the couple said they decided to “live
like grown-ups and move downtown.”
They share the house with Stanford University
graduate students, an arrangement they
love because “it’s like having kids without
responsibility.”
They said they enjoy their neighborhood
for a host of reasons: It is “almost urban,” they
can “walk to so many things, walk to errands,
amusement and entertainment,” and there is a
diverse mix of people of all ages, some who own
property and some who rent.
When Kiparsky and Irwin first moved to
University South, they said “there weren’t many
babies,” but now there are lots of children.
14 | Palo Alto Weekly | Neighborhoods

“Addison School is overflowing with children,
alert, alive and awake, and laughing,” Kiparsky
said, referring to the elementary school at
Addison Avenue and Middlefield Road.
She also said the neighborhood is “very good
for eating, not to mention the million restaurants.”
Although the neighborhood is close to public
transit, such as buses and Caltrain, parking
remains problematic because of the overflow
from downtown businesses and offices.
While developers have provided more
parking over the years, Kiparsky said that is
“only a fraction of what is needed.”
Jud Campbell, who moved to University
South in August 2013, avoids the
neighborhood’s parking problem by walking
to work at Stanford, where he’s a post-doctoral
student at the Constitutional Law Center.
“It’s a nice walking distance to campus,” he
said. “About 35 minutes. ... I can take an article
with me and just read it on the way in and get
some exercise.”
Campbell said he found his Ramona Street
home through a previous tenant, Will Baude, who
held the same career position. Baude connected
him with his property manager and when
Campbell was looking for a place to live in the Bay
Area he followed up with her to rent the room.
“I was looking for a place near campus,
and I was looking for a place that wouldn’t

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Addison Kids’ Club,
650 Addison Ave.; Children’s Creative Learning Center
Downtown Child Care Center, 848 Ramona St.; First
School, 625 Hamilton Ave.; The Learning Center, 459
Kingsley Ave.
FIRE STATION: No. 1, 301 Alma St.
LIBRARY: Downtown branch, 270 Forest Ave.
LOCATION: bounded by Homer Avenue, Alma Street,
Embarcadero and Middleﬁeld roads
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Elaine Meyer,
650-325-8057
PARKS: Scott Park, Scott Street and Channing Avenue;
Palo Alto Heritage Park, Homer Avenue and Waverley
Street
POST OFFICE: Hamilton, 380 Hamilton Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Addison Elementary School, Jordan
Middle School, Palo Alto High School
SHOPPING: University Avenue, Town & Country Village

be too expensive, and I had all the resources
at Stanford, like the gym ... so I didn’t need
anything too fancy,” he said.
Campbell also said, “It turned out to be a really
smooth transition for me to come out here, which
is really nice, because a lot of my friends who have
come to the Bay Area and started working have
had a really hard time finding housing.”
— Miranda Chatfield, 2014

COMMITTED. CREATIVE. CONNECTED.
mandymontoya

monicacormanbroker
650.543.1164

650.823.8212

BRE #01111473

BRE #01911643

mcorman@apr.com
MonicaCorman.com

mmontoya@apr.com
MandyMontoya.com

Monica was ranked #160

by The Wall Street Journal
2016 Nationwide
List of Top Real Estate
Professionals

“I wanted you to know
just how much we have
appreciated and beneﬁted
from your knowledge and
insights. You have gone so
far above and beyond the
call of duty at every step of
the way. We will be very
happy in our new home.”
–N.

❞
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Professorville

P

Veronica Weber
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Veronica Weber

alo Alto’s oldest residential neighborhood
Professorville is known for its large, centuryold Victorian homes, oak tree-lined streets
and residential character, but the quaint Historic
District also features a variety of charming
cottages, stucco Spanish-style homes as well as
brown-shingled homes, Tudors and Colonials.
The mixture, longtime resident Nancy Huber
said, is what makes Professorville so unique.
“There’s a whole variety of architecture,” Huber
said. “It’s just an interesting mix. We love the
cottages, larger homes and in-between homes.”
The neighborhood, which sits between Kingsley
and Addison avenues and Cowper and Ramona
streets, is steeped in history. It welcomed its first
homes in the 1890s when Stanford University
professors, who preferred to own their own
homes, began building on the land.
Huber and her husband Joe met in Palo Alto
when Joe was attending Stanford law school. The
two fell in love with each other as well as the area.
They bought their first home in south Palo Alto
and in 1976 bought their Lincoln Avenue home
— a two-story, white stucco Spanish-style home
with dark green trim and large windows.
“I think of it as a Spanish Colonial in the
inside, but on the outside ... Joe thinks it’s more
Mediterranean, and I have to agree with him,” she
said.
About the same time the Hubers bought their
home a lot of young families were buying into the
district and restoring the houses in the area, she
said.
Huber said she and her husband were drawn
to the neighborhood because of its ambiance and
charm.
“We’re both from the Midwest, and the old trees

and the old homes ... really resonated with us,”
she said, adding that in a historic district, you can
“really step back in time.”
Professorville is also a pedestrian-friendly
neighborhood that is just a walk or bike ride from
downtown, the Town & Country Village shopping
center and the Palo Alto Caltrain station.
“When we were younger we weren’t necessarily
looking for a location where you can walk to the
grocery store or mass transit — all the advantages
that the younger generation is looking for — but
luckily we have all that,” Huber said.
Recently, the area has attracted families with
young children including Kelli Thompson, who
resided in Crescent Park before moving into her
Lincoln Avenue home with her husband and two
children.
Lured by the neighborhood’s historic nature
and accessibility to downtown, the Thompsons
have been in their large Colonial home — one
reminiscent of the home her husband, who is
from new England, grew up in — since 2005.
“The proximity is the best part. You can get to
all the great things in Palo Alto. My kids walk
and bike to school on their own,” Thompson said,
adding that the “history and relationship with
Stanford is neat.”
Thompson said the biggest issue in the last
few years has been the parking problem and
how “downtown parking is spilling over to the
neighborhood,” but the sense of community
among the neighbors make up for the
shortcomings.
“It’s an intergenerational block, and I think
people are friendly and look out for one another,
and we have a nice relationship with the church
next door,” she said. “We feel really fortunate to

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY): Addison
Kids’ Club, 650 Addison Ave.; Downtown Child Care
Center — CCLC, 848 Ramona St.; The Learning Center,
459 Kingsley Ave.; Downtown Children’s Center, 555
Waverley St.
FIRE STATION: No. 1, 301 Alma St., and No. 3, 799
Embarcadero Road
LIBRARY: Downtown branch, 270 Forest Ave.
LOCATION: bounded by Kingsley and Addison avenues
from Cowper to Ramona streets
PARKS: Scott Street Mini Park, Scott Street and
Channing Avenue; Heritage Park, Homer Avenue and
Waverly Street
POST OFFICE: Hamilton, 380 Hamilton Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOL (NEARBY): Castilleja School, 1310
Bryant St.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Addison Elementary School, Jordan
Middle School, Palo Alto High School
SHOPPING: University Avenue; Town & Country Village

live here and we’ve been very happy.”
Huber agreed with the sentiment, saying when
she and her husband first moved in, neighbors
came over to introduce themselves and brought
food to welcome them to the area, and “the
tradition has continued.”
She credits the community spirit to residents
who open their homes for community gatherings
so that neighbors can come together to “catch up
on what people are doing and just have a good
time together.”
The positive interaction creates an emotional
connection between Professorville and its
residents, she said.
— My Nguyen, 2014

RECENT SALES

260 COLERIDGE AVENUE, PALO ALTO
Listed at $11,000,000

159 COLERIDGE AVENUE, PALO ALTO
Listed at $6,498,000

1115 RAMONA STREET, PALO ALTO
Listed at $5,995,000

1058 STANLEY WAY, PALO ALTO
Listed at $2,495,000

1012 HIGH STREET, PALO ALTO
Listed at $2,495,000

5 PHILLIPS ROAD, PALO ALTO
Listed at $4,300,000

590 WHISKEY HILL ROAD, WOODSIDE
Listed at $7,850,000

231 WINDING WAY, WOODSIDE
Listed at $24,800,000
- Represented Buyer

MICHAEL DREYFUS
Broker
650.485.3476
michael.dreyfus@dreyfussir.com
License No. 01121795

NOELLE QUEEN, Sales Associate
650.427.9211
noelle.queen@dreyfussir.com
License No. 01917593
ASHLEY BANKS, Sales Associate
650.544.8968
ashley.banks@dreyfussir.com
License No. 01913361

DOWNTOWN PALO ALTO 728 EMERSON ST, PALO ALTO | DOWNTOWN MENLO PARK 640 OAK GROVE AVE, MENLO PARK | DREYFUSSIR.COM
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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Envision Extraordinary

eb
elysebarca
650.743.0734
Elyse@ElyseBarca.com
License #01006027

All Real Estate Is Local
Your Neighborhood Is Special
Contact Elyse Today
A Knowledgeable and Trusted Advisor
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Thinking of Taking Advantage
of the Spring Market?
If so, it’s not too soon to start the process of preparing your home for sale.
Our services range from minor touch-up to a complete makeover, with concierge service that includes:
Repairs and upgrades

Q

Landscape and design

Q

Professional Photography & Video

Q

Interior design

Q

Full Page Newspaper Ads

Q

Staging

Q

Print Marketing

Q

Whether your home is market-ready or in need of some TLC,, we offer strategic
options designed to generate the highest possible sales price for
or your home.
Derk is a born and raised Palo Altan, and the top producing agent in
ultation,
Alain Realtors Palo Alto office. Call today to schedule a consultation,
and leverage the “Home Team” advantage offered by a true local
ocal who
knows your neighborhood inside and out.

Local Knowledge, Local Resources,
Global Reach.

Derk Brill
Call Derk to schedule a
one-on-one meeting at

CELL 650.814.0478
Alain Pinel Realtors
578 University Avenue
Palo Alto
CalBRE# 01256035
dbrill@apr.com

www.DerkBrill.com
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Community Center
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s a teenager in New York, the only time
Karen Ewart heard the name “Palo
Alto” it was in reference to a Boondock’s
bathing suit line. Palo Alto’s Community Center
neighborhood quickly became home for her in
1974 when she moved into a new Eichler with
her family.
She spent time at the local community center,
listened to live music at Frost Amphitheater,
enjoyed Eleanor Pardee Park (which she fondly
calls Eleanor Party Park), and frequented the
local coffee house for its 70s rock music. She
said growing up in Community Center was
“freaking awesome.”
Ewart, who has now returned to live with her
mother, Terri, in their original home on Hawker
Avenue, said that many of her neighbors have
returned to or had remained in their original
homes with their families for years.
“Most families were here long term, and
people had a chance to bond,” she said. “Most
of the kids I met had gone through 12 years of
schooling together but still welcomed the new
kids from New York.”
Terri fell in love with the modern feel of the
Eichler on a brief visit to Palo Alto. In keeping
with Joseph Eichler’s trademark of bringing the
outside in, the house features a terrace off the
living room and 11 sliding doors.
“They couldn’t keep us in,” Ewart said of her
parents.
Today, however, she feels the neighborhood
has lost its convivial atmosphere.
“It’s a beautiful place to live; it’s just getting
harder to be here,” she said, citing increased real
estate costs, a dearth of casual arts and culture
events, and a recent string of car thefts on her
street.
Robert McIntyre moved to Palo Alto in
1946 and still recalls the unloading of circus
elephants on the site of the current Town &
Country Village. Since then, he has owned six
houses in town, three of which were located in
Community Center. He has been at his current
Community Center home on Fulton Street for
nearly two decades.
Built in 1921, he describes the house as
“French-country style with a nice picket fence.”
“It just feels like home,” McIntyre said. “Most
of the neighbors here have been here since I
moved in.”
His neighbor Irene Kane, who has been living
in Community Center with her husband since
2001, helped organize this year’s Labor Day
block party on Fulton Street.
“I like the fact that it’s quiet, and there are not
a lot of through streets, so kids can play on the
streets,” she said.
Kane and her husband live along the peaceful
streets in their 1920s craftsman house.
“There are very few of the original houses
left,” she said. “I loved being able to walk around
when all the houses were different. It’s sad for
me to see all the craftsman bungalows go.”

To Jane Gee, a Community Center resident of
22 years, the neighborhood still lives up to its
name.
“We’re a real caring community and if
someone has a hardship ... we make sure they’re
helped along,” she said.
Gee lists empty nesters, the elderly, singles
and renters among the Community Center
residents, in addition to families from a
multitude of cultures.
“I love the wonderful traditions and
friendships they all contribute to make this
neighborhood friendly,” Gee added.
Her children attended three of Community
Center’s five public schools: Duveneck
Elementary, Jordan Middle and Palo Alto High.
Now an empty nester herself, Gee, along with
her husband, Bruce, still enjoys seeing families
walk to school on weekday mornings.
“I love watching toddlers turn into teens
throughout the years in the neighborhood,” she
said.
Small alleyways that run between houses
make Community Center ideal for dog-walking,
and in October and November, residents enjoy
the yellowing of the large gingko trees that line
the streets, according to Gee.
“They are the most beautiful yellow
leaves, and then they drop and we call our
street ‘Yellow wood,’” said Gee, who lives on
Greenwood Avenue.

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Walter Hays Kids’
Club, 1525 Middleﬁeld Road
FIRE STATION: No. 3, 799 Embarcadero Road
LIBRARY: Rinconada Library, 1213 Newell Road;
Children’s Library, 1276 Harriet St.
LOCATION: bounded by Middleﬁeld Road, Channing
Avenue, Newell Road and Embarcadero Road
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Peter Allen,
pma94301@comcast.net
PARK: Rinconada Park, 777 Embarcadero Road
POST OFFICE: Main, 2085 E. Bayshore Road;
Hamilton, 380 Hamilton Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOL: St. Elizabeth Seton School, 1095
Channing Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Addison, Duveneck and Walter
Hays elementary schools, Jordan Middle School, Palo
Alto High School
SHOPPING: Midtown, Downtown Palo Alto

She and her husband have taken up
hydroponic gardening (growing plants in water
without soil) in their backyard, and hand out
lettuce to neighbors on occasion.
“In addition to being a gorgeous street, we
are friendly and supporting of each other and
respectful of each other,” Gee said. “It’s things
like this that make a neighborhood a home.”
— Muna Sadek, 2015

Value Beyond The Market . . .

CINDY

LIEBSCH
Realtor®

Strategic
Knowledgable

Trustworthy
Tech Driven

PARENT & SUPPORTER

Cindy Liebsch

CELL: 650.591.7473 | OFFICE: 650.591.7473
LICENSE # 01324217 | Cindy@CindyLiebsch.com
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Duveneck-St. Francis

T

FACTS
Palo Alto Weekly file photo

ucked away behind Embarcadero Road and
San Francisquito Creek lies the Duveneck/
St. Francis neighborhood. Here, one can
find a diverse group of neighbors, beautiful
tree-lined streets and, above all, a strong sense
of community.
It’s this sense of community that has become
very important to longtime resident Anne
Stewart. “When neighbors move in, we want to
make sure that we keep that community feel. ...
I want people that come into the neighborhood
to have that value.”
Stewart raised three children in the
neighborhood and can attest not only to its
sense of community but also to how kidfriendly it is. Duveneck Elementary School is at
the heart of the neighborhood and is certainly a
strong community fixture.
Fellow community member Elizabeth Garr, a
neighborhood resident since 2011, is especially
fond of the role that the elementary school plays
in the community.
“The school ... is like the centerpiece,” Garr
said. “Everyone knows each other through
school, and it’s not surrounded by busy streets.
... It’s like a park or another gathering point.”
However, Garr also mentioned that the
neighborhood has much to offer families with
older children, or anyone else settling in the area.
Both Garr and Stewart enumerated some of the

small things, such as people walking their dogs
at night, or kids playing baseball in the street that
contribute greatly to the sense of community.
“I’m still good friends with people I don’t
know through school. There’s still a tight
sense of community whether your kids go to
Duveneck or not,” Garr said.
Stewart said, “I know my neighbors, and I feel
like if I need something, I can ask for help.”
Many homes have been remodeled, or rebuilt
altogether. Everything from ultra-modern homes
with glass walls and sharp angles, to stucco and
clay-shingled Spanish-style residences fill the
blocks. Much of this change came as a result of
the San Francisquito Creek flood in 1998, which
damaged many residents’ properties.
Garr said that she couldn’t imagine a more
perfect location.

CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Duveneck Kids’
Club, 705 Alester Ave.
FIRE STATION: No. 3, 799 Embarcadero Road
LIBRARY: Rinconada Library, 1213 Newell Road
LOCATION: bounded by San Francisquito Creek,
Oregon Expressway, Greer Road, Embarcadero Road
and Newell Road
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Karen White,
650-494-7026, karenwhite4@sbcglobal.net
PARKS (NEARBY): Eleanor Pardee Park, 851 Center
Drive; Rinconada Park, 777 Embarcadero Road
POST OFFICE: Main, 2085 E. Bayshore Road
PRIVATE SCHOOLS (NEARBY): International School
of the Peninsula, 151 Laura Lane; St. Elizabeth Seton,
1095 Channing Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Duveneck Elementary School,
Jordan Middle School, Palo Alto High School
SHOPPING: Edgewood Shopping Center; University
Avenue

“We have easy access to the freeway and
downtown, but it’s still rather quiet. ... It’s kind
of what I always hoped to live in in terms of
quiet streets, great neighbors, and a supportive
community.”
—Ian Malone, 2016

Triple El

“
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Veronica Weber

I wouldn’t expect anyone to have any
kind of problems and not end up getting
full support from the community,” said
Jon Baum, a resident of Palo Alto’s Triple El
neighborhood since 1971.
“It’s not as prestigious as Old Palo Alto.
And certainly everybody’s their own
individual, but at the same time it’s a really
serious community in terms of people being
there for each other and knowing each other.”
The neighborhood is named after three
residential streets — Elsinore Drive, Elsinore
Court and El Cajon — between North
California Avenue and Oregon Expressway
and by Louis and Greer roads. Its sinuous
streets are lined with Modesto ash and
Chinese elm trees and comprise 68 homes;
most are Eichlers built rapidly in the post-war
era.
A single-story mandate is a point of pride
for most residents. According to Stew Plock
(Triple El’s unofficial mayor), “Eight years
ago, somebody wanted to build a second
story,” he recalled. Although the city allowed
that, covenants in the deeds prohibited
building a second story. It took a vote by
residents, who achieved a supermajority of
70 percent, to create a single-story overlay,
officially prohibiting any second-story

construction in the subdivision.
Plock and Baum agree that the legal
motions helped draw the community
together: “Around Memorial Day we get as
many neighbors for a potluck in this corner
of the horseshoe. There’s a slight fee collected
to cover the cost of putting that on, and with
whatever’s left over, we get together around
Labor Day and have an ice cream social.”
Ed Yao and Amy Yang, who moved into
the neighborhood in 2006, learned to love
the relatively small size inherent to Eichler
designs. “Once you move into one of these
homes and you see all the lighting you get
inside, and the openness of these Eichler
designs ... you realize that’s part of the value,

CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY): First
Congregational Church Nursery School, 1985 Louis
Road; Parents Nursery School, 2328 Louis Road;
Duveneck Kids’ Club, 705 Alester Ave.
FIRE STATION: No. 3, 799 Embarcadero Road
LIBRARY: Rinconada Library, 1213 Newell Road
LOCATION: Elsinore Drive, Elsinore Court and El Cajon
Way
PARKS (NEARBY): Rinconada Park, 777 Embarcadero
Road; Greer Park, 1098 Amarillo Ave.
POST OFFICE: Main, 2085 E. Bayshore Road
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Duveneck Elementary School,
Jordan Middle School, Palo Alto High School
SHOPPING: Midtown

not having somebody towering over you,” Ed
said.
Like many neighbors-to-be, they had been
invited to the neighborhood’s gatherings
before moving in. “Obviously we know the
people around us the best, but it is quite
astounding how many people we do know in
these couple of streets here, in the Triple El
neighborhood,” he said.
— Pierre Bienaim, 2014

Lan Liu Bowling & John Chung

Know Us by Our Reputation,
Benefit from our Experience
“Lan and John are
best in class, you could only
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we came in under budget, with everything we wanted from the house,
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Lan completely redefined our
expectations of what a real
estate agent can be.”
— Erik F.

Lan Liu Bowling

John Chung
Keller Williams

Broker-Associate

(650)269-7538

(650) 520-3407
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LanBowling.com

&55fgmhfkgf

Ranked Among the Country’s Top 100 Agents by the Wall Street Journal
#1 Agent Among 134,000 Kw Agents Worldwide 2015
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Leland Manor / Garland / Embarcadero Oaks

T

hree mini-neighborhoods stretch north
from Oregon Expressway, encompassed by
Middlefield, Embarcadero and Louis roads.
Embarcadero Oaks, Garland Drive and Leland
Manor are all neighborhoods in their own right,
with unique personalities. The neighborhoods’
central location allows for easy access to
local shopping, schools and community
resources. All of these amenities exist around
neighborhoods that are tranquil and a world
apart from their surroundings.

EMBARCADERO OAKS

GARLAND DRIVE
Garland Drive has seen an influx of new
families over the last decade, infusing new life
into an already active community. The idyllic
mini-neighborhood is centered around Garland
Drive, an unusually winding street lined by
magnolia trees and Coastwise homes.
“Garland is one of the first curvy streets
in Palo Alto, according to lore,” said resident
Sharon Witte, who has lived on Garland since
1994. “(The curvy street) is nice because it
discourages people from cutting through.”
Despite its proximity to Oregon, Middlefield
and two schools, Garland is a secluded
neighborhood. The small amount of traffic
means that many neighbors know who is in the
neighborhood, and they frequently will talk to
each other. Garland is one of the more closely
knit communities, and an annual Fourth of July
party is a mainstay for the residents.
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The large, old-growth oaks that dot this quiet
neighborhood give this charming neighborhood
its name. Embarcadero Oaks is made up of
a mix of homes, many of which were built
between the 1930s and World War II. Styles
range from modest ranch homes to grand Tudor
Revival and Monterey Colonial styles.
The neighborhood is best known for its
annual Christmas Tree Lane, an event that
lights up Fulton Street for two weeks with small
Christmas trees and a multitude of displays.
People from all over the area come to walk the
lane and revel in the holiday atmosphere.
The area also allows for easy access to many
of the amenities of Palo Alto, with flat, smooth
roads and well-defined bike lanes.
“Here we go everywhere by bike,” Virgina
Rock, a resident since 2006, said. “It’s so flat and
bike friendly, it’s really easy that way.”
Embarcadero Oaks is defined by streets that
branch off of Seale Avenue, tapering off as
Embarcadero cuts diagonally across the northern
edge. Neighborhood block coordinators keep
neighbors connected, bringing them together
for events such as emergency preparedness and
block parties.
Says resident Jeff Scheel, who’s lived there
since 2002, of the neighborhood: “Very warm.
Very inclusive. ... It’s a very eclectic group of
people and all hugely supportive of one another.”

Esther Nigenda, a resident of Garland Drive
and a Block Preparedness coordinator, finds her
neighborhood quiet. “We don’t have any of the
major issues that other neighborhoods have,
like traffic, or flooding of the creek, or bike
paths; it’s very calm.”
The Parents Nursery School co-op serves
as an anchor on the Louis side of Garland,
providing a space for kids to play and parents
to contribute to the sense of community. Most
kids attend middle school at Jordan, deepening
connections between families.
“It’s super neighborly. Everybody looks out
for each other,” Witte said.

LELAND MANOR
Leland Manor is a quiet neighborhood
bisected by Newell Road but otherwise
insulated from its surroundings. Modern homes
are sprinkled amongst World War II ranchstyle residences. The intimacy of Leland Manor
has created an active community, and the last
three years have been marked by an increase in
emergency preparedness and engagement.
Neighborhood coordinator Kathleen Hughes
sees the neighborhood as “safe and central.”
“There’s a lot more young families that have
come in, which is great,” Hughes, a 20-year
resident said. “It’s lively and really diverse. That’s
nice because that’s a reflection of the overall
community in California in general.”
Leland Manor’s layout ensures that traffic
is minimal. Well-appropriated stop signs
calm traffic on Newell, which also has wellapportioned bike lanes. The proximity to
three schools within a half mile makes this
neighborhood a good choice for young

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY): First
Congregational Church Nursery School, 1985 Louis
Road; Parents Nursery School, 2328 Louis Road; Walter
Hays Kids’ Club, 1525 Middleﬁeld Road
FIRE STATION: No. 3, 799 Embarcadero Road
LOCATION: Leland Manor: between Middleﬁeld
and Louis roads, Seale and North California avenues;
Embarcadero Oaks: triangle formed by Embarcadero
Road, Seale Avenue and Middleﬁeld Road; Garland
Drive: between Middleﬁeld and Louis roads
LIBRARY: Rinconada Library, 1213 Newell Road
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Neighborhood
Preparedness Coordinators: Kathleen Hughes, kathleen.
hughes@sbcglobal.net, and Esther Nigenda, enigenda@
yahoo.com
PARK (NEARBY): Rinconada Park, 777 Embarcadero
Road
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOL: Hwa Shin Bilingual Chinese
School, 750 N. California Ave.; Stratford School, 870 N.
California Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Walter Hays Elementary School,
Jordan Middle School, Palo Alto High School
SHOPPING: Midtown

families. Community events include an annual
neighborhood block party.
Nearby Rinconada Park also provides many
amenities, including multiple playgrounds, a
swimming pool for kids and a zoo. The recently
renovated Rinconada (formerly Main) Library
gives residents a full range of multimedia
experiences, while the Art Center is a hub of
culture.

— Rye Druzin, 2014

CalBRE# 01298824
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Old Palo Alto

O
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ver the years, the Old Palo Alto
neighborhood has garnered a
reputation for housing some of the
wealthiest, most influential residents in
town. It’s not, for example, uncommon to see
tourists stop by the late Steve Jobs’ home, and
the neighborhood is peppered with ongoing
construction sites, where modern mansions are
replacing older homes.
The face of Old Palo Alto is rapidly changing,
but a stroll through the quiet, tree-lined
neighborhood with its shaded sidewalks and
fragrant gardens, can offer a glimpse of — or
even a feel for — Old Palo Alto’s past, and an
understanding of why it is and has long been
such a coveted spot in town.
Among the palatial odes to modernism,
there are still original houses, many built in
the Spanish Colonial Revival style and dating
back to the early and mid-20th century.
Debbie Nichols, a local Realtor and longtime
resident, pointed out that in addition to having
designed local quintessential landmarks, Palo
Alto architect Birge Clark is responsible for
designing many of the Spanish Colonial Revival
style homes in the neighborhood.
Nichols’ home is one of those gems that
preserves the neighborhood’s past. Next to her
front door is a plaque denoting her home, built
in 1925, as a historic property. Sitting in her
quiet, peaceful dining room, Nichols spoke of
how Old Palo Alto became her home in 1956
when her family moved from Boston.
“My mom liked the neighborhood because
it was reminiscent of the New England houses
— older houses with more feeling and more
character. ... My dad used to say there was
nothing like living in a college town,” she said.
Nichols remembers attending Walter Hays
Elementary, Jordan Middle School and Palo
Alto High School at a time when Palo Alto was
not as crowded. She reminisced that back then
homeowners were mostly doctors, lawyers and
small business owners, and that the only big
tech name in town was Hewlett Packard — back
when computers were the size of rooms.
When describing the feel of the
neighborhood, Nichols used words like
“genteel,” “mature” and “established,” noting that
it’s a neighborhood where houses are “wellmaintained” and “don’t look alike.” That said,
Nichols acknowledged that the neighborhood is
and has been changing.
“Newer people and foreign investors love the
historic feel of Old Palo Alto, but they change
it,” she said. “Old Palo Alto won’t be old for
long!”
One of the effects of Old Palo Alto’s appeal
to foreign investors has been the increasing
occurrence of “ghost houses,” which are houses
that are vacant, she observed.
“It’s hard to have a house sit vacant,” Nichols
said, “It’s like a hole in the neighborhood.”
Just a few blocks away lives Sue Kemp, a

resident of Old Palo Alto since 1961, when she
moved to the neighborhood with her husband
and two children after her husband was
accepted into Stanford University’s law school.
“We wanted to be in the Walter Hays school
district ... so we borrowed 5,000 dollars from
my father and (bought this house for) the
awesome sum of 22,500 dollars,” Kemp said.
This is a stark contrast to current home values
in her neighborhood. Kemp told of a recent
conversation with a neighbor selling her home
in which Kemp said she told her neighbor that
the house could probably sell for $5 million. The
owner laughed, saying that she wouldn’t take a
penny for under $7 million.
Looking out her large dining-room window,
Kemp pointed out homes and who has come
and gone from them over the years. It was
literally — and metaphorically — a window into
the neighborhood’s layered history.
“(Old Palo Alto) has become a combination
of very wealthy people in palace-like structures
and more or less ordinary people,” Kemp said,
“My husband and I were lucky that we were able
to buy this house.”
Kemp took out a faded Polaroid photograph
of the house that used to be across the street.
A very modest yellow bungalow, it in no way
resembles the current, impressive home.
“This neighborhood has changed radically. ...
(There were) almost no two-story homes in this

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY): Addison
Kids’ Club, 650 Addison Ave.; Neighborhood InfantToddler Center, 311 N. California Ave.; Walter Hays Kids’
Club, 1525 Middleﬁeld Road
FIRE STATION: No. 3, 799 Embarcadero Road
LIBRARY: Rinconada Library, 1213 Newell Road
LOCATION: between Embarcadero Road and Oregon
Expressway, Alma Street and Middleﬁeld Road
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Old Palo Alto
Neighborhood Association, Nadia Naik, nadianaik@
gmail.com
PARKS: Bowden Park, Alma Street and California
Avenue; Bowling Green Park, 474 Embarcadero Road;
Kellogg Park, next to Bowling Green Park
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOL: Castilleja School, 1310 Bryant St.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Addison and Walter Hays
elementary schools, Jordan Middle School, Palo Alto
High School
SHOPPING: Town & Country Village; Midtown;
California Avenue

particular neighborhood. They were cottages
and bungalows,” Kemp said.
Though the neighborhood is clearly undergoing
constant transformation, the large, mature trees,
many of which are protected, remain.
—Anna Medina, 2016
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Southgate
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hen it comes to the location of
neighborhoods in Palo Alto, few have
it better than Southgate.
Bordered by Alma Street, El Camino
Real, Churchill Avenue and Park Boulevard,
Southgate is adjacent to both Palo Alto High
School and Stanford University and close to
both the shops and restaurants along California
Avenue and Town and Country Village.
One would think that Southgate’s proximity
to multiple schools and shopping destinations
would bring unwanted traffic and congestion to
the neighborhood. But that is not the case, said
Jim McFall, a Southgate resident for over 30 years
who helps run the neighborhood watch program.
McFall said there is “very little through-traffic”
in the neighborhood because there are few
entrances from the main streets. The Caltrain
tracks run parallel to Alma Street, while there is
no way in from Park Boulevard near Peers Park,
blocking it off from two of four sides.
“It’s a well-defined neighborhood with
geographic boundaries,” McFall said. “Not
many streets go through the neighborhood. You
don’t know about it unless you go to a specific
location within Southgate.”
However, Southgate is not free from all the
problems that usually come with living in a
popular area — namely, parking.
The main culprits are students from Palo Alto
High School, who park in the nearby streets

close to campus. What exacerbates the issue is
the narrow widths of the lanes; residents claim
that a multitude of cars parked next to the curb
essentially turns the roads into one-way streets.
Southgate, first developed in the 1920s,
received its name because it bordered Stanford
University’s southern side. The Stanford family
actually owned the land until it sold and
subdivided it.
Since then, the architecture has varied greatly
from the original California Bungalow-style
floor plans. Construction has been a constant in
the neighborhood through the years, with new
families moving in and adjusting their homes to
the times, said Jim Corbett, a retired longtime
resident who lives on Sequoia Avenue.
“The population turns over,” Corbett said.
“You have new families coming in and making
architectural changes.”

CHILD CARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Casa dei Bambini,
457 College Ave.; Escondido Kids’ Club, 890 Escondido
Road; Walter Hays Kids’ Club, 1525 Middleﬁeld Road
FIRE STATION: No. 6, 711 Serra St. on the Stanford
Campus
LIBRARY: Rinconada Library, 1213 Newell Road; and
College Terrace branch, 2300 Wellesley St.
LOCATION: bounded by El Camino Real, Park
Boulevard, the railroad tracks and Churchill Avenue
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Jim McFall,
Neighborhood Watch, wmjmcfall@yahoo.com,
650-327-4428
PARK: Alexander Peers Park, 1899 Park Blvd.
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Escondido and Walter Hays
elementary schools, Jordan Middle School, Palo Alto
High School
SHOPPING: Town & Country Village; California Avenue

There are around 230 single-family homes in
the neighborhood, many of which have been
remodeled. The lack of apartments doesn’t take
away from the community feel, though. There’s
an annual block party every Memorial Day
and a toy drive in December complete with a
holiday gathering.
—Eric He, 2016

Evergreen Park

B
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FACTS

Veronica Weber

efore arriving at her house in Evergreen
Park, Jennifer DiBrienza lived all over
the area from Menlo Park to Los Altos to
South Palo Alto. And in the magical moment
that befalls some homeowners, she walked into
the house and fell in love.
“We were unpacking the kids’ bedrooms for
their first night there and the windows were
open, and we could hear the Stanford band
practicing,” DiBrienza said. “And we just put on
our shoes and ran down the street and watched
the band.”
Then she discovered the park.
“We had been here just a couple of days and
we went out to the park and thought, this is
spectacular. And we have little kids and the
train goes by and they could hear the train.”
These are some of the reasons why people
love Evergreen Park. The neighborhood is its
own quiet little world naturally enclosed by El
Camino Real, Park Boulevard, the train and the
shopping district on California Avenue. There
are about 150 single-family homes and about
250 multifamily homes that include condos as
well as apartments.
A lifelong Palo Altan, Deborah Goldeen
moved to Evergreen Park in 1986 and has
observed its transformation over time.

“The whole neighborhood has completely
changed since the late 1980s with all this
construction,” she said, pointing to homes on
Leland Avenue that are being renovated. “And it
hasn’t let up.”
Her house, however, has resisted change for
26 years. This gives Goldeen another reason to
beam about her neighborhood.
“Evergreen Park has a good mix of new and
old houses,” she said. “We have neighbors of
diverse socioeconomic backgrounds. It is a truly
mixed development.”
The neighborhood has a website and a Yahoo!
group mailing list connecting its neighbors.
“If I have a question specific to the
neighborhood, I know I can put that out there,”

CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY): Casa
dei Bambini Montessori School, 463 & 457 College
Ave.; Escondido Kids’ Club, 890 Escondido Road
FIRE STATION: No. 2, 2675 Hanover St.
LIBRARY: College Terrace branch, 2300 Wellesley St.
LOCATION: between California Avenue, Park Boulevard
and El Camino Real
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: David Schrom,
650-323-7333
PARKS: Alexander Peers Park, 1899 Park Blvd.
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOL: The Living Wisdom School, 456
College Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Escondido Elementary School,
Jordan Middle School, Palo Alto High School
SHOPPING: California Avenue

DiBrienza said. “People announce events and
post items that they are giving out for free.”
Two annual events that bring residents
together are the block-party potluck and a Peers
Park barbecue, organized by the Magic House, a
cooperative-living house on Oxford Avenue.
— Haiy Le, 2015
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About Sophie Tsang

LINCOLN AVE, PALO ALTO
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• Top 1% Realtors 2015 per Wall Street Journal
• Unique Civil Engineering and Marketing Background
• Palo Alto Resident and Parent, Strong Local Networks
& Knowledge
• Bilingual, Fluent in Mandarin, Strong Global Networks
& Knowledge

PARK BLVD, PALO ALTO
LD

SO

What Sellers are saying about Sophie...
“Sophie has the right instincts of what goes and what doesn’t.
She gave us an exact list of what needed to be done, in which
sequence and referred top service providers. She sold our home with
TOP dollars. No exaggeration, it didn’t appraise.”
- George & Andrea

TUOLOMNE AVE, PALO ALTO
SO

What Buyers are saying about Sophie...

LD

“I’ve been very impressed. You are head and shoulder above all
WKHRWKHUJX\VOLWHUDOO\DQGÀJXULWLYHO\,QDYHU\VKRUWWLPH\RXZHUH
DEOHWRJHWVRPXFKWUDIÀFLQWRP\KRXVHDQGFDXVHGLWWRVHOOµ
- John

18TH AVE, MENLO PARK

“We have been most impressed with Sophie’s attention to detail, her
focus on the client, and her genuine interest to help.”
- Hari & Radhika

LD
SO

“Sophie is not just knowledgeable of the local market, but also
visionary of the overall market. She stands in your shoes to help you
make the best move.”
- Bo & Sue

BUSH ST, MTN VIEW
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College Terrace
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FACTS
Palo Alto Weekly file photo

he College Terrace neighborhood of
Palo Alto has a definite college feel. In
addition to its location adjacent to Stanford
University, there are streets named after East
Coast colleges such as Bowdoin, Harvard, Yale,
Columbia and Oberlin. With its connections to
the university, the neighborhood is surrounded
by youth and learning.
The neighborhood group, the College Terrace
Residents’ Association (CTRA), enables
residents to come together and cultivate
a higher quality of life in College Terrace,
members said. The association also represents
and looks after the residents’ interests in
working with the city and Stanford.
Richard Stolee, the president of the CTRA,
initially lived in the neighborhood in 1975
when he had a job at Stanford. He lived there
for six years before moving to East Palo Alto
and then returned in 1989. Over the years, he
and his wife have begun to feel more connected
to the overall area.
“As we lived here, we got to know the
community,” Stolee said. “It’s a great place to go
to theater and sporting events. It’s a lovely place
to go bike riding.”
Stolee described College Terrace as very
diverse, which “has been the hallmark of this
community.”

“A lot of the diversity comes from being in the
melting pot of Stanford,” Stolee said.
Doria Summa, a College Terrace resident
since 1991, agreed with Stolee about the
neighborhood’s diversity, citing its different
housing types and residents.
“It’s eclectic. The diversity ... the small
apartments. ... Eclectic and friendly,” Summa
said.
James Cook moved to College Terrace in
2006. For him, the attraction was “its proximity
to Stanford, Caltrain and the restaurants and
shops of California Avenue.”
He also praised the diversity of the
neighborhood.
“College Terrace has a great mix of young
and old, locals and people from far away, owner

CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS: College Terrace
Children’s Center, 2300 Wellesley St.; Bing Nursery
School, 850 Escondido Road; Escondido Kids’ Club, 890
Escondido Road; Pepper Tree After School Program, 865
Escondido Road
FIRE STATION: No. 2, 2675 Hanover St., and No. 6,
711 Serra St. on the Stanford campus
LIBRARY: College Terrace, 2300 Wellesley St.
LOCATION: Bounded by Stanford Avenue, El Camino
Real, California Avenue and Amherst Street
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Richard Stolee,
president, College Terrace Residents’ Association,
board@ctra.org, collegeterrace.tumblr.com, ctra.org
PARKS: Cameron Park, 2101 Wellesley St.; Mayﬁeld
Park, 2300 Wellesley St.; Weisshaar Park, 2298
Dartmouth St.; Werry Park, 2100 Dartmouth St.
POST OFFICE: Cambridge branch, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Escondido Elementary School,
Jordan Middle School, Palo Alto High School
SHOPPING: California Avenue

residents and renters, single-family homes and
small apartments. ... It is a true community with
a small town feel,” Cook said, who now serves as
the CTRA director of communications.
— Jamauri Bowles, 2015
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FACTS
Zachary Hoffman

t isn’t marked on Google Maps, and its
size is not extraordinary, but the Mayfield
neighborhood is a busy and vibrant hub in
Palo Alto.
Nestled in between Oregon Expressway, Park
Boulevard, El Camino Real and Cambridge
Avenue, Mayfield is home to a number of
offices, shops and restaurants — most of which
line the popular California Avenue.
From Antonio’s Nut House, one of Palo Alto’s
oldest bars, to contemporary burger joint The
Counter and Cafe Pro Bono, an Italian eatery,
there is a unique blend of cuisine and nightlife
options that makes California Avenue a
frequented destination on a daily basis.
But with popularity comes downsides.
Alice Jacobs lives on Sherman Avenue with
her husband and three children, whom she
drives to and from school. She has only been a
resident for four years, but she has already seen
changes to the neighborhood, with an influx of
construction projects and commuters arriving
for work.
“It’s stressful just getting out of my street,”
Jacobs said. “I feel blocked in. I can’t drive down
my street. Construction workers are coming in
just as we’re getting to school. They don’t pay
attention to us.”
It’s made parking difficult. Since the majority
of housing complexes are condominiums and

apartments, residents often have to find a spot
on the street.
The other issue, due to the rising cost of living
and renting in Palo Alto, is that the homegrown
businesses that have called California Avenue
home for years are being forced out in favor of
corporate or chain restaurants.
“Palo Alto’s becoming very saturated,” Jacobs
said. “It’s becoming cookie-cutter. It’s sad.”
It wasn’t always this way. Unbeknownst to
many, Mayfield has a long and rich history. It
was founded as its own town in 1855, but in
1925 was annexed by Palo Alto. The story may
have been different had Mayfield accepted
Leland Stanford’s proposal to build what would
become Stanford University in the town of
Mayfield. Known for its bars, the town did not
like Stanford’s request to be alcohol-free.
So Mayfield became an almost forgotten and

CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY): Casa
dei Bambini Montessori School, 463 & 457 College
Ave.; Escondido Kids’ Club, 890 Escondido Road
FIRE STATION: No. 2, 2675 Hanover St.
LIBRARY: College Terrace, 2300 Wellesley St.
LOCATION: between Oregon Expressway, Park
Boulevard, El Camino Real and Cambridge Avenue
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Palo Alto
Neighborhoods members: Joe Villareal, 650-326-7519
PARKS: Sarah Wallis Park, 202 Ash Street.
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOL: The Living Wisdom School, 456
College Ave.
SHOPPING: California Avenue

overshadowed part of Palo Alto, and California
Avenue became the taboo part of town.
While the hubbub of California Avenue
and the popularity of the many shops and
restaurants irritate some residents, others enjoy
the location. Pamela Brown has lived on Park
Boulevard for more than a decade and has
nothing but good things to say about Mayfield.
“It’s peaceful,” said Brown after finishing up a
workout near Sarah Wallis Park.
—Eric He, 2016

CO L L E E N F O R A K E R
Delivers outstanding results to clients with high expectations
FOR SELLERS
• Manages thorough preparation of your home
to maximize its appeal
• Leverages the Sotheby’s national and international
platforms with a targeted marketing plan
• Determines highest and best market pricing
through careful analysis

FOR BUYERS
• 4MRTSMRXWFIWX½XTVSTIVXMIW
• Reviews disclosures with a keen eye to identify
risks and opportunities
• Assesses the competitive landscape then
structures offers to the client’s advantage

FOR SELLERS & BUYERS
Provides highly effective representation focused
on strategic advice and skilled negotiation

COLLEEN FORAKER
REALTOR®
650.380.0085
colleen@colleenforaker.com
colleenforaker.com
License No. 01349099

DOWNTOWN PALO ALTO 728 Emerson Street, Palo Alto | 650.644.3474
DOWNTOWN MENLO PARK 640 Oak Grove Avenue, Menlo Park | 650.847.1141
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93 PROPERTIES SOLD
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You are just one phone call away from a free market analysis.

Juliana Lee
MBA/LL.B

Certiﬁed Residential Specialist

(650) 857-1000

homes@julianalee.com
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#1 Agent in over 110,000
Keller Williams Realty Agents
#1 Palo Alto Agent*
#40 Agent in USA*
30 Years Of Experience with 30 Silicon Valley cities

*Real Trends

julianalee.com
李文房地產做的最好
BRE# 00851314
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Together, We Prosper.

Juliana Lee Education Foundation
OUR MISSION
The Juliana Lee Education Foundation was created to support local schools and believes education
has the power to expand opportunities and transform lives. We hope to inspire others to get involved
and support our communities.

Since 2013, the Foundation has provided grants to the following programs / projects
• PiE (Palo Alto Partners in Education)

• Ohlone Elementary School PTA

• Gunn High School

• Hoover Elementary School PTA

• JLS Middle School

• Palo Verde Elementary School

• Palo Alto High School

• Palo Alto Chinese School

• Menlo Park Atherton Education Foundation

• Terman Middle School PTA

• Mountain View Los Altos Education Foundation

• Walter Hays Elementary School

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO HELP AND MAKE A DONATION
Please make checks payable to: Juliana Lee Foundation
Send to: Juliana Lee Foundation - 505 Hamilton Ave, Ste 100, Palo Alto, CA 94301
For more information please email: JulianaLeeFoundation@gmail.com

TOGETHER, WE PROSPER.
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Ventura

Veronica Weber

T

he Ventura neighborhood can be easily
missed while driving along El Camino Real
or Alma Street. Its narrow streets and closetogether houses create a cozy, neighborhood
feel. Mature trees shade the sidewalks, and there
is little through traffic.
“It felt like a hidden neighborhood. ... The
blocks felt like places you’d imagine, like,
having block parties and having my daughter ...
riding her bike up the street and playing in the
street with her friends,” said Lisa Gibson, who
moved in with her family in 2013, of her first
impression of Ventura.
Gibson lives in a Craftsman-style house with
a gray exterior, a little porch and a lush front
garden. Ventura architecture varies from small,
one-story bungalows with deep backyards to
two-story modern designs that occupy the
majority of the lot.
Gibson spoke to her experience of Ventura
as “down to earth.” Since moving in, she has
frequently met new people in the area when
out walking with her dog and 2-year-old
daughter. She feels that Ventura has a “really
nice sense of place.” Neighbors have been eager
to share the community’s history with her and
her family.
Aran Kelly, a retired educator and a Ventura
homeowner, is someone who is deeply familiar
with the history. Kelly lives in a one-story
bungalow, with a tan exterior and white detailing,
representative of an older Ventura style.
Kelly, who raised her children there, sees a
shift in the sense of community. When she first
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moved in people were on the streets more.
“The culture was such that (her children)
could play outside all the time and just go to the
park and they were looked after,” Kelly said.
Kelly also explained, sitting in her golden
yellow living room, that an impactful change for
Ventura has been the lessening of class diversity
that’s taken place over the last 15 years. In 1972,
she bought her house for $24,000; it is now
worth $2 million.
“It’s made a difference to who moves here and
who can move in,” Kelly said.
On her first visit to the neighborhood, she
remembered seeing a sign from the Black
Panther organization of the area advertising a
community meeting and a free clinic testing for
sickle-cell anemia.
“It was greater, much greater diversity. Now
... I’m sure there are people from all over the
world, but they’re more homogeneous in that
they belong to professional classes,” she said.
Now, she said, the primary platform for
neighborhood communication is the community
networking site Nextdoor. People will post
information from the police or ask around for
a babysitter. Kelly described her interactions
with other Ventura residents as “just very
serendipitous.” Gibson also uses Nextdoor and
has attended some of the community events, like
a pizza party, posted there.
“I wanted to post ... to recruit a little kidstoddler playgroup. So someday I’m going to do
that: have all the toddlers meet up in a park in
the area, because we meet them here and there,

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Country Day Little
School, 3990 Ventura Court; Heffalump Cooperative
Nursery, 3990 Ventura Court; Leaping Lizards Nature
Awareness Preschool, leapinglizardspreschool.com;
Sojourner Truth Child Development Center, 3990
Ventura Court
FIRE STATION: No. 5, 600 Arastradero Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: bounded by Oregon Expressway, Alma
Street, West Meadow Drive and El Camino Real
PARK: Boulware Park, 410 Fernando Ave.; Ventura
Community Center, 3990 Ventura Court
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Barron Park Elementary School,
Terman Middle School, Gunn or Palo Alto high schools
SHOPPING: California Avenue, Charleston Center, El
Camino Real

but it would be kind of fun to have all of them
together,” Gibson said.
Both Kelly and Gibson take advantage of
California Avenue’s Caltrain station, farmers
market and restaurants’ easy accessibility.
“Having (California Avenue) in walking
distance, but being out of the bustle of things is
really, really nice,” Gibson said.
Kelly noted that one of the things that has not
changed is the feeling of it being a safe and quiet
neighborhood.
“In general, I mean, it’s just a great
neighborhood, it’s a lovely area,” she said.
— Maev Lowe, 2015

Vision XInnovation

XExpertise

•

Boutique Service with a Global Reach

•

Fastest growing Real Estate Company
on the Peninsula

•

Local Professionals committed to YOUR
Real Estate needs

Palo Alto

505 Hamilton Avenue, Suite 100

650.454.8500

Menlo Park

707 Menlo Avenue, Suite 100

650.454.8520
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Veronica Weber

hen Cynthia Tham picked up her
daughter from El Carmelo Elementary
School on a recent weekday afternoon,
her return home was anything but quick.
Between stopping at the school library to
chat with a teacher and taking a detour to a
neighbor’s house to coordinate a play date, her
stroll became lengthy as she caught up with
friends and neighbors.
But it didn’t bother Tham — instead, that’s
part of what makes Midtown such an appealing
place to live, she said.
Resting comfortably between Oregon
Expressway, Loma Verde Avenue, U.S. Highway
101 and Alma Street, Midtown is Palo Alto’s
largest residential neighborhood. With about
5,000 families living in a mix of Eichler,
Craftsman and even English Tudor-style homes,
Midtown has the familiarity of a small town with
the accessibility and amenities of a major city.
Convenience is king for residents of Midtown,
which is minutes away from California Avenue’s
shopping district, a major freeway and a
Caltrain station,
When Tham and her family moved into their
home on Colorado Avenue 20 years ago for its
location.
“I ride my bike to work and so does my
husband. Midtown is the closest thing to
convenience without a car,” she said.
Tham and her family take full advantage of
the walkability of Midtown, especially the short
10-minute stroll to El Carmelo Elementary
School, where her youngest daughter attends
school. El Carmelo is a vital neighborhood link,
bringing residents together for school functions,
community meetings and play dates between
classmates, Tham noted.
“A lot of the kids (in Midtown) grew up
together, so us parents all go to the park at
the same time every day and pick the kids up
from school at the same time,” she said. “You
automatically start building relationships.”
Tham is currently a parent volunteer with El
Carmelo’s language-ambassador program, which
connects bilingual school parents to families
who move to Midtown from abroad and need
help adjusting to the school and neighborhood.
The neighborhood’s eagerness to welcome
newcomers has strengthened community bonds
and personal relationships, making for a more
diverse neighborhood, Tham said.
“A lot of people here pitch in to help one
another. I think people really want to make a
community here,” she said. “I don’t know if it’s
true everywhere else, but I’ve noticed people are
eager to be a part of a team.”
Louise Furutsuki describes Midtown as a
neighborhood with an ever-evolving mix of
folks from different backgrounds, occupations
and cultures. A Midtown resident since
2003 and the current business liaison for the
Midtown Residents Association, she said that
while the neighborhood has grown more full

and busy over the years, the changes she has
noticed have been mostly positive.
“When we first moved here, there were
mostly older families and older couples (on our
street),” Furutsuki said. “About 30 percent of
newcomers (move here) with grade school kids
or kindergarteners. At this moment, it’s halfhalf. But more kids are a good thing; it makes
the place more vibrant.”
The Midtown Shopping Center, with its
assortment of small and large businesses, is
one of the area’s main highlights, according to
Furutsuki.
“If I need a pharmacy or notary public or
take-out food ... it’s all here,” she said.
Convenience has its drawbacks as well.
Finding a place to park at the Midtown
Shopping Center and at other neighborhood
shops has grown increasingly difficult as new
businesses have moved in, Furutsuki said.
Increased residential construction has caused
concern among some people and has been a
topic of discussion at the Midtown Residents
Association, she said.
“The new construction has been unsettling
for a lot of folks, but the town is renewing and
evolving,” she said. “It’s a sign of the times.”
Despite the change, residents of Midtown
have managed to maintain a sense of
community and warmth towards one another.
“What I love about this community is that
the people are very low-key,” Tham said.
“The feel (of the neighborhood) is the same

FACTS
CHILD CARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Grace Lutheran
Preschool, 3149 Waverley St.; Love’n’Care Christian
Preschool, 2490 Middleﬁeld Road; Mini Infant Center
of Palo Alto, 3149 Waverley St.; Ohlone Kids’ Club
(PACCC), 950 Amarillo Ave.; Palo Alto Friends Nursery
School, 957 Colorado Ave.
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middleﬁeld Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: between Oregon Expressway and Loma
Verde Avenue, Alma Street and West Bayshore Road
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Sheri Furman, 650856-0869, sheri11@earthlink.net, midtownresidents.
org
PARKS: Greer Park, 1098 Amarillo Ave.; Hoover Park,
2901 Cowper St.; Seale Park, 3100 Stockton Place
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.; Main,
2085 E. Bayshore Road
PRIVATE SCHOOLS: Keys School, 2890 Middleﬁeld
Road; HeadsUp! Emerson School, 2800 W. Bayshore
Road; The Girls’ Middle School, 3400 W. Bayshore Road
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: El Carmelo, Fairmeadow, Hoover,
Ohlone and Palo Verde elementary schools; Jane
Lathrop Stanford Middle School; Gunn and Palo Alto
high schools
SHOPPING: Midtown Shopping Center, Middleﬁeld
Road and Colorado Avenue; also Middleﬁeld Road at
Loma Verde Avenue

it’s always been: It feels like a pretty normal
neighborhood.”

—Avi Salem, 2016

Midtown Realty, Inc.
Real Results, Real Estate
SOLD

“For 60 years, Midtown Realty has been assisting its neighbors
and friends with one of the most important purchases in their
life… their home! At Midtown Realty, we are dedicated to working
with people, not clients. We sell homes, not houses and Palo Alto
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can count on us for all your real estate needs. Give us a call today.”
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Palo Verde
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Ciera Pasturel
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Ciera Pasturel

ake a bike ride down Louis Road in the
heart of Palo Verde and you’ll notice a
recurring motif. Geometric planes and
simple silhouettes of Eichler houses, one after
the other, under the comfortable tree cover.
Originally sold for about $15,000, these homes
coined by Joseph Eichler in the 1950s now sell
for more than $1 million. Eichler “brought the
outside in” through skylights, retractable roofs
and floor-to-ceiling windows combined with
open floor plans. The unconventional design
featuring low-sloping roofs and few street-facing
windows became known as “California modern,”
a subset of midcentury modern.
Lynn Drake, a resident of Palo Verde since
1997, is a happy owner of an Eichler, having
renovated it in 2004 to update the kitchen,
flooring and electricity.
Two doors down, newer resident Udita
Bhattacharya’s home is in the midst of a similar
renovation. She and her husband sought an
Eichler home for two years — and bid on eight
different houses — before sealing the purchase
of their house on Louis Road in 2012.
“We love, love, love Eichlers. ... We’re really into
light and the indoor-outdoor (idea),” Bhattacharya
said in her sunlit living room. A book on Eichler
homes rested on a table next to her.
Drake and Bhattacharya live across the street
from Palo Verde Elementary, a center of the
neighborhood community — dogs included.
Bhattacharya brings her dog there on Sunday
mornings to join a playgroup with other dogs 6
to 25 pounds, she said.
A block away is another neighborhood center
— the Eichler Swim and Tennis Club, opened
in 1958 with Eichler himself cutting the ribbon.
The club’s large swimming pool and four tennis
courts make it a popular gathering place for

families with school-age kids.
“All our friends are there,” Drake said of
barbecue gatherings at the club every Friday
evening.
Her two kids grew up swimming on the club
team, the Eichler Gators, while Bhattacharya
and her husband just became members.
The Eichler Club celebrated a grand
reopening in June after long-awaited
completion of a pool-deck renovation project,
including complete replacement of the deck,
resurfacing of the pool and construction of an
ADA-approved wading pool. The project was
featured on the Eichler Network website, a
home base for Eichler enthusiasts.
“It took a lot of community volunteers to
come together,” said Drake, a member of the
committee that selected the contractor and
architects. The team sought an architect with
appreciation for the club’s original Eichler
architecture.
Residents also frequent Mitchell Park and
Library, the Ross Road YMCA and Cubberley
Community Center. A dog playgroup with
larger dogs meets at Ramos Park each evening.
Knowing your neighbors, young and old, is
an understatement in Palo Verde. Block parties
liven up the streets during the summer months,
and during Thanksgiving season, a group of
neighbors organizes a 5K “Turkey Trot” fun
run. Bhattacharya recounted the warm welcome
she received as a new resident, returning home
one day to find fruit and baked goods by her
front door.
“It’s a strong neighborhood,” Drake said. “If
(my kids) needed anything, they could knock
on anyone’s door.”

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Palo Verde Kids’
Club, 3450 Louis Road
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middleﬁeld Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park Library, 4050 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: between Loma Verde Avenue and East
Meadow Drive, Middleﬁeld and West Bayshore roads
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Palo Verde
Resident’s Association, Boris Foelsch, borisfoelsch@
gmail.com, groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/palo_verde_
ra/info
PARKS (NEARBY): Don Jesus Ramos Park, 800 E.
Meadow Drive; J. Pearce Mitchell Park, 600 E. Meadow
Drive; Henry W. Seale Park, 3100 Stockton Place
POST OFFICE: Main, 2085 E. Bayshore Road; 265
Cambridge Avenue
PRIVATE SCHOOLS: The Girls’ Middle School, 3400 W.
Bayshore Road
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Palo Verde Elementary School, J.L.
Stanford Middle School, Gunn High School
RECREATION: Palo Alto Family YMCA, 3412 Ross
Road; Eichler Swim and Tennis Club, 3539 Louis Road
SHOPPING: Midtown Shopping Center, Middleﬁeld
Road and Colorado Avenue; also Middleﬁeld Road at
Loma Verde Avenue

“Everyone looks out for each other,”
Bhattacharya added.
Neighbors can even borrow books from a
small kiosk at the intersection of Louis Road
and Loma Verde Avenue, part of the worldwide
Little Free Library book exchange movement.
“There are these amazing things we discover,”
Bhattacharya said.
— Christina Dong, 2014

Kathleen is a Palo Alto native and lives in and works in your neighborhood.
She has successfully helped buyers and sellers in this local market for 15 years.

KAT H L E E N’ S R E CE NT S ALE S

SOLD
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3441 Thomas Dr. Palo Alto (SOLD)

SOLD

3368 Saint Michael Dr., Palo Alto (SOLD)

SOLD
2711 Louis Rd., Palo Alto

4047 Park Blvd., Palo Alto

2087 Sharon Rd. Menlo Park

Tuesday 7:15 a.m. - Early Morning Figures @ Winter Lodge

SOLD

Call Kathleen today to find out how she makes the process of buying or selling easy.
She takes care of all the details and puts her clients first.
kathleenpasin@serenogroup.com | www.kathleenpasin.com | (650) 450-1912 | CalBRE # 01396779
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St. Claire Gardens

Veronica Weber

S

t. Claire Gardens, nestled in the heart of Palo
Alto, might not be as famous as Old Palo
Alto or Midtown, but it’s a neighborhood
that hosts annual Labor Day picnics for its
residents, watches out for both the young and
young at heart, and has a tree so large and full of
lights that even Palo Alto city staff recognize it.
Judy Ocken has lived in the St. Claire Gardens
neighborhood for 40 years, and to this day,
she still can’t believe it’s true, she said. The
neighborhood has evolved and grown over the
years just as the Ocken family has. When the
Ockens first moved into the neighborhood, they
didn’t ever think that the St. Claire Gardens’
streets would be where their future children
would ride their bikes.
“We didn’t have children at the time and
we weren’t even sure if we wanted to and yet
we moved into a neighborhood that is such a
family neighborhood. Someone must have been
watching out for us,” Ocken said. “We had no
idea what we were getting into.”
The tree-lined neighborhood is located
conveniently close to Midtown and its stores
and restaurants.
As children and families grow, the
neighborhood experiences changes in population
as many leave the area, but others come there to
raise their families. Currently, Ocken has noticed
an uptick middle-school-aged kids. On the other
end of the age spectrum, seniors can be seen
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throughout the neighborhood walking their dogs.
“It’s a feeling of a community where people
know each other but they don’t live in each other’s
houses. There’s a fair amount of privacy, but if
you need somebody to talk to or need something
done, there is always someone around,” she said.
St. Claire Gardens resident Bill Baerge and his
wife Marti, agree with this observation about
the tight-knit nature of the neighborhood. Even
though Marti is ill and needs care from her
husband, she still makes it a point to attend the
ladies’ neighborhood lunches. These lunches
take place once a month and are usually held at
either one of the women’s homes or at a nearby
restaurant.
“We like the people here. We feel like we are
among friends and people that have somewhat
shared values,” Baerge said.
A neighborhood favorite is one of the trees in
front of the Baerge residence. It is large enough
that it hangs out over the street and beautiful
enough for the city arborist to consider it a
“heritage tree,” Baerge said.
“We put up 1,000 or so LED lights up there
and I turn them on whenever I think of it, not
just at Christmas,” he said. “The neighbors often
tell me how much they like it.”
The neighborhood also hosts annual picnics
on Labor Day hosted by Alan Davis and his wife.
Davis rents tables and cooks hamburgers and
hotdogs. The neighborhood park is closed off for

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY): Mini
Infant Center of Palo Alto, 3149 Waverley St.; Sibel’s
Family Childcare Home, 786 Allen Ct.
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middleﬁeld Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: St. Claire Drive, St. Michaels Drive and St.
Michaels Court
PARKS (NEARBY): Hoover Park, 2901 Cowper St.;
Mitchell Park, 600 East Meadow Drive
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.; Main,
2085 E. Bayshore Road
PRIVATE SCHOOLS: Keys School, 2890 Middleﬁeld
Road
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: El Carmelo Elementary School, J.L.
Stanford Middle School, Gunn High School
SHOPPING: Midtown Shopping Center, Middleﬁeld
Road and Colorado Avenue; also Middleﬁeld Road at
Loma Verde Avenue

the event, and only St. Claire Gardens residents
are able to attend. This is a tradition that has
been taking place for the last 15 years that unites
and engages the neighborhood community.
St. Claire Gardens is a neighborhood where
families and individuals at all stages of life can
live peacefully all the while feeling respected
and welcomed.
—Anissa Fritz, 2016

South of Midtown
FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY):
Besse Bolton Kids’ Club, 500 E. Meadow Drive;
Milestones Preschool, 3864 Middlefield Road;
Covenant Children’s Center, 670 E. Meadow Drive; El
Carmelo Kids’ Club, 3024 Bryant St.; Grace Lutheran
Preschool, 3149 Waverley St.
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middlefield Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middlefield
Road
LOCATION: bounded by Loma Verde Avenue, East
Meadow Drive, Middlefield Road and Alma Street
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: part of Midtown
Residents Association, Sheri Furman, 650-856-0869
PARKS: Mitchell Park, 600 E. Meadow Drive; Hoover
Park, 2901 Cowper St.
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS (NEARBY): International
School of the Peninsula, 3233 Cowper St.; Challenger
School, 3880 Middlefield Road; Keys School Lower
Campus, 2890 Middlefield Road

Veronica Weber

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: El Carmelo and Fairmeadow
elementary schools, J.L. Stanford Middle School,
Gunn High School
SHOPPING: Midtown Shopping Center, Middlefield
Road and Colorado Avenue; Charleston Center; Alma
Plaza

T

hings have changed in the South of
Midtown neighborhood since the early
1980s when Paul Taylor moved in, but not
what drew him — that it’s quiet, friendly and a
good place for families.
Maria Poloncheck, who moved to the
neighborhood with her husband and three kids

Veronica Weber

in 2013, described it as “busy and friendly.”
“It has an old-fashioned feel to it,” she said.
Their family moved from Kansas because of
her husband’s job, and they moved specifically
to the area to be close to Fairmeadow
Elementary School. She said it is also easy for
her husband to bike to work.
It is a place where people take a stroll or
walk their dogs in the morning. People ride
their bicycles down the roads or rounded
sidewalks, passing by one-story tract houses on
Emerson or reconstructed two-story modern
homes on Cowper. Trees line every street, such
as the wide Waverley Street or the narrower
South Court.
The friendliness was apparent as soon as
they moved in, she said, when they attended a
block party.
“I loved the eclectic group of people.
There’s the young, the old, families, people
in all life stages. There’s artists, musicians,
people in the tech industry.” She enjoys how
the neighborhood comes together during
the holidays, such as Halloween. Neighbors
“had a good-spirited competition,” and she
said “lawns turned into graveyards, houses
became haunted, cobwebs and pumpkins were
everywhere.”
The street was also closed to traffic for the
trick-or-treaters. South Court, where they
live, is where she said the celebration was

particularly big.
“We are close to everything we need. Lots
of park space in every direction,” Poloncheck
said.
Neighbors look out for each other,
something she said is common.
When they first moved in, she said that one
neighbor’s cat, Anakin, roamed the streets and
was taken care of by many people. The owners
and the cat moved away, and Poloncheck said
her family bought a cat soon after, who became
a neighborhood cat that is taken care of when
they are away.
They also learned about the friendliness of
the people around them when their house was
burglarized after they moved in, a rarity in the
area.
“The neighbors were really great,” she said.
“One brought over a cake, others came over to
talk and said it was really rare for crime in the
neighborhood. It was really nice to have them
stop by and talk about it. It’s good knowing
the neighbors are looking out. We’re one of the
only houses that happened to in the area.”
The typical things have changed since Taylor
moved in when he was young.
“There were older people in the
neighborhood, now they’ve moved. I’m one of
those people, now,” he said with a laugh.
— Rebecca Duran, 2013
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Adobe Meadow/Meadow Park

VEronica Weber

F

ull of wide and open streets roofed by tall
green trees, and glass-walled, wooden
Eichler homes, many of which were
remodeled into two-story apartments, Adobe
Meadow and Meadow Park, two adjacent
neighborhoods, embody a quiet and calm
atmosphere, almost a disguise for the hectic
lives of the people residing within their borders.
Traveling all the way from Black Mountain in
Santa Clara to the San Francisco Bay, Adobe
Creek’s babbling stream flows between the two
south Palo Alto neighborhoods.
Ken Allen, the president of the Adobe
Meadow Neighborhood Association (AMNA),
has lived in Adobe Meadow for 40 years. He
and his wife, Sue, moved there in 1975 after
they “fell in love” with a quarter-acre lot in the
neighborhood. What primarily attracted the
couple was its proximity to amenities, or as
Allen put it, “location, location, location.”
“It’s easy access to the freeway and to school
and to the community center and to parks,”
he said. The neighborhood’s Don Jesus Ramos
Park and the larger Mitchell Park have been
used many times for neighborhood gatherings
organized by the AMNA and the Meadow Park
Residents’ Association.
One of the houses built on the former Ortega
School site belongs to Sharon Elliot and her
husband, who were one of the first residents to
move into Ortega Court in Adobe Meadow in
1985.
“We certainly help each other ... and it’s easy
to talk to people,” she said. “Most people have
been here for 30 years. I was looking back; we’ve
had so many parties, and so many get-togethers.
(I remember) how much fun we’ve had.”
According to Elliot, what has mainly changed
during the past 30 years is how busy residents
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have become. They used to get together more
often, but because of people’s hectic schedules,
they can only do that twice a year now, she said.
“The neighborhood is still quite wonderful;
people are friendly (but) they’re busier than
they were in the mid-’80s ... way busier than I
think is good for us,” Elliot said. “We’re so used
to it. I think we might even be addicted to it.
But we like the adrenaline rush that just keeps
us moving along.”
Although the longtime residents make the
neighborhood pretty stable, a few new families
have joined. Tam Truman’s family moved into a
house across from Elliot’s two years ago.
Previously living in her hometown, Melbourne,
Australia, Truman said she has had a fantastic
experience in her first year in Adobe Meadow.
“This is a very friendly and welcoming
neighborhood,” Truman said. “My direct
neighbors have been very warm and welcoming,
(organizing) barbecue parties in the park.”
However, Truman raised some concerns.
“It’s very expensive to live here,” she said.
“Rent prices ... increased by 25 percent since we
moved here.”
Allen concurred, adding that with the
remodeling of Eichler houses, the value of real
estate “has gone up by 50 times” since the ‘80s.
“As the value of real estate increased, the
sort of people who could afford it are generally
well-to-do people from overseas,” he said. “We
have quite a diversity in our neighborhood —
natives of Japan, China, India, France come to
participate in the Silicon Valley boom.”
Truman and her family appreciate living in
this diverse melting pot.
“It is really nice ... (There are) people from
all over the world, speaking many languages,”
Truman said.

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY):
Covenant Children’s Center, 670 E. Meadow Drive;
Sunshine Preschool Montessori, 3711 Ross Road
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middleﬁeld Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: bounded by East Meadow Drive, Fabian
Way, Montrose Avenue and Middleﬁeld Road
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Adobe Meadow
Neighborhood Association, Ken Allen, president,
info@adobemeadow.org; Meadow Park Residents
Association, Cathy Swan, president, 650-494-2892,
swan.cathy@gmail.com; meadowpark.us
PARKS: Don Jesus Ramos Park, 800 E. Meadow Drive;
Mitchell Park, 600 E. Meadow Drive
POST OFFICE: Main, 2085 E. Bayshore Road
PRIVATE SCHOOL: Challenger School, 3880
Middleﬁeld Road
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Fairmeadow Elementary School,
Jane Lanthrop Stanford Middle School, Gunn High
School
SHOPPING (NEARBY): Charleston Center, Midtown
Shopping Center

As much as she enjoys living in Adobe Meadow,
Truman would like to see public transportation
improvements, more corner stores within walking
distance and a stronger bicycle culture in the area.
Elliot agreed that the number of bikers has
declined during the past few decades, and noted
that the car traffic, though better than other
places in Palo Alto, is now “horrific.”
“(The neighborhood) is a little different
(from my first years), but it’s also pretty similar
in some ways ...” Elliot added. “It’s always felt
comfortable. And it still does.”
— Sevde Kaldiroglu, 2015

LIVE - WORK - THRIVE
WE SELL CONDOS AND TOWNHOMES
EXCLUSIVELY
Condo Connect Realty has built an expertise
and understanding of condos and townhomes
by focusing exclusively on their sale and
purchase.
Our team understands the nuances and
intricacies of homeowner association rules and
regulations and ensures that buyers and sellers
are completely familiar with their possible
repercussions.
We also know the strengths and unique
selling points of each complex and market these
selling points to the broadest possible audience.

www.CondoConnectRealty.com
y

GET YOUR BEST POSSIBLE RESULT
650.543.8532 | CalBRE #02012195
info@condoconnectrealty.com
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Charleston Gardens

Veronica Weber

W

hen Betty and Jim Krahenbuhl first
purchased their Charleston Gardens
home in 1973, they had no idea that it
would eventually be their place of retirement.
“My husband’s job took us far away to
Louisiana after living in the neighborhood
for 10 years,” Betty said. “In summer 2013 we
returned because we just missed it so much.”
“The location and its people are just amazing,”
echoed Amelia Stone, a stay-at-home mother
of two who also lives in the neighborhood. “We
have a lot of kids and grandparents here.”
Stone said that in Charleston Gardens,
everyone is looking out for each other and that
people are very caring and supportive in this
suburban-feel area.
These are some of the reasons why people
love Charleston Gardens. The neighborhood
is its own quiet little world enclosed by East
Charleston, Middlefield and San Antonio roads.
Residents, however, value its proximity to the
freeway as well as shopping possibilities within
five minutes of walking (Charleston Shopping
Center) or driving (Costco and Target).
All of this appealed to Aaron Lee and his
family, who moved to Palo Alto from San
Francisco in August 2013. With two children in
elementary school, he said that the family was
attracted to the area’s excellent schools and their
diverse student bodies.
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Peter Squire, who moved to Palo Alto in
1982, said Charleston Gardens has been
home to a few local notables: Former San
Francisco 49ers legend Bill Walsh owned a
rental house there, which he made available
for his football players. And just across the
street from Squire’s home, he said that Yahoo
founder Charles Yang developed software in a
small mother-in-law cottage in the back of the
house.
Today, the neighborhood is characterized
by a mixture of seniors and younger families.
The Krahenbuhls said that “it changed for the
better,” referring to a healthier age mix of old
and young tenants.
In order to keep everyone up-to-date
about current neighborhood events, news
and emergency preparedness, (the late)
neighborhood association leader George
Browning created a mailing list about 10
years ago and sent out a newsletter whenever
important information needed to be passed on.
Residents said this provided a place for neighbors
to both connect and learn about events.
One of these events is an annual block party
that usually takes place on Seminole Way; the
whole street is blocked off for the party. The Lee
family participated in their first block party in
September 2013 and said they appreciated it, as
they did not have similar events in San Francisco.

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY):
Children’s Pre-School Center, 4000 Middleﬁeld Road,
T-1; Good Neighbor Montessori, 4000 Middleﬁeld Road,
K4; Young Fives and PreSchool Family, 4120 Middleﬁeld
Road; T’enna Preschool (OFJCC), 3921 Fabian Way
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middleﬁeld Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: bounded by Middleﬁeld Road, East
Charleston Road, Montrose Avenue, Sutherland Drive
PARK: Mitchell Park, 600 East Meadow Drive
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.; Main,
2085 E. Bayshore Road
PRIVATE SCHOOLS: Challenger School, 3880
Middleﬁeld Road; Gideon Hausner Jewish Day School,
450 San Antonio Road; Kehillah Jewish High School,
3900 Fabian Way; Palo Alto Prep School, 4000
Middleﬁeld Road, H-2
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Fairmeadow or Hoover elementary
schools, Jane Lathrop Stanford Middle School, Gunn
High School
SHOPPING: Charleston Center

Amelia Stone also said that her family throws
a mini block party in her cul-de-sac outside
one person’s home with snacks for everyone
and games for the children a couple of times
throughout the year.
— Marion Hohlfeld, 2014

The Greenhouse

Veronica Weber

S

usie Mitchell describes The Greenhouse,
a set of two adjoining condominium
complexes at the southernmost end of Palo
Alto, as just the perfect location.
“It’s so convenient and so quiet,” said Mitchell,
who has lived in Palo Alto and environs for
much of her life and moved to The Greenhouse
in 2005. She found it a far cry from the Sharon
Heights complex where she had been the
youngest on her floor.
Today she enjoys the variety in ages and
nationalities of Greenhouse residents.
“It’s a very diverse complex,” she said,
pointing to the Russian family living next door,
the Chinese residents on the floor below and the
retired Stanford librarian who is from Bulgaria.
Named for the original purpose of the land,
which was part of Bell’s Nurseries, Greenhouse
I and II were developed by the Alpha Land
Company in 1975 and 1978 respectively. The
15-acre property is dotted with trees, walking
paths, lawns — even a par course.
“It’s one of the few condo complexes with
grounds, where you can look out your window
and see trees,” noted Lee Thé, who has lived
there with his wife Phyllis since 1986. The
couple has one of the 40 larger three-bedroom,
two-bath units, among the 140 condos in
Greenhouse I. Most are two-bedrooms
with either one or two baths. The 79-unit
Greenhouse II is similarly configured, Thé said.
Each condo complex has its own clubhouse and
swimming pool. While the pool is heated during

the summer and provides a real draw for families,
it’s pretty quiet as the weather cools off. The
clubhouse, on the other hand, is an active center,
with a large “living room” with a fireplace, central
heating, bathrooms and a full kitchen, Thé said. It
can be rented for a nominal fee for anything from
a family party to an evening of bridge.
“I rented it for my family twice in the last
year,” Mitchell said. “I have great-nephews who
like to swim.”
Twice a year, at the Christmas holiday time
and during the summer, barbecues are held at
the clubhouse, drawing a few dozen people, Thé
added.
Not much has changed since the complex was
built; the homeowners association dues cover
upkeep on the extensive grounds, including
cleaning the gutters and checking smokedetector batteries once a year.
One thing the dues don’t cover, which
is a major concern to Thé, is total seismic
retrofitting, particularly significant for the dozen
soft-story buildings with the garages below two
levels of housing. This past year the homeowners
voted not to go forward with the retrofitting,
which could have required each owner to come
up with $10,000. Thé said it only lost by three
votes, so it’ll surely come back to a vote in future.
An avid bicyclist and birdwatcher, Thé loves
that The Greenhouse is so close to Shoreline
Park. And they’re about equidistant to Castro
Street in Mountain View and University Avenue
in Palo Alto for restaurant access.

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY):
Children’s Pre-School Center, Building T-1, 4000
Middleﬁeld Road
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middleﬁeld Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Palo Alto
Greenhouse Homeowners Association, Ralph Cahn,
treasurer, 650-858-1012; The Compass Management
Group Inc., 650-563-9900
PARK (NEARBY): Mitchell Park, 600 E. Meadow Drive
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Fairmeadow Elementary, J.L.
Stanford Middle School, Gunn High School
SHOPPING: The Village at San Antonio, San Antonio
Shopping Center, Charleston Plaza

Mitchell added that the Oshman Family Jewish
Community Center’s gym is just a short walk
away, and there’s a pedestrian shortcut behind
the complex to Piazza’s at Charleston Plaza.
Though it isn’t a gated community, residents
say they feel secure.
“It’s so safe,” Mitchell said. “Even when it’s
hot, I can open the windows.”
One downside to the location, both agreed,
is the traffic along San Antonio Road, what Thé
called the “concrete canyon.”
But, Mitchell said, “there are a lot of workarounds.”
— Carol Blitzer, 2014
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THIS IS HOME
This is where loved ones gather, the magic of the season unfolds and happiness
and laughter reside. This is home.
Coldwell Banker. Where home begins.

For exceptional real estate service, contact your local Coldwell Banker ofﬁce today:
Coldwell Banker Palo Alto | 630 Ramona Street | 650.325.6161

ColdwellBankerHomes.com |

californiahome.me |

/cbcalifornia |

/cb_california |

/coldwellbanker |

/cbcalifornia

©2016 Coldwell Banker. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker® is a registered trademark licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity Company and Equal Housing
Opportunity. Each Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage Ofﬁce is Owned by a Subsidiary of NRT LLC. Real Estate Licensees afﬁliated with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage are
Independent Contractor Sales Associates and are not employees of NRT LLC., Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC or Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. CalBRE License #01908304.
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Greendell

Veronica Weber

N

estled against San Antonio Avenue
in the southern outskirts of Palo
Alto sleeps Greendell, a placid
neighborhood of ranch-style and Eichler
homes.
Greendell’s streets and cul-de-sacs,
sprawled between Ferne Avenue and Mackay
Drive, lie tucked away from traffic yet sit
within the environs of commercial areas.
“We moved here because of the perfect
combination of having space to ourselves in
this quiet area, but being within 10 minutes
of restaurants and parks and shopping
centers,” Neesha Dixit said, who arrived in
Greendell with her husband, Nandan, in
2012.
The young couple, both Google employees,
also enjoys a short commute to work, opting
occasionally to bike to work. Such situations
are common in Greendell, which has long
housed employees of nearby tech companies.
Bill Young, a resident since 1962, chose the
area because he worked at Space Systems/
Loral and wanted to walk or bike to work.
Similarly, a job at Lockheed Martin brought
Jim Phillips to the neighborhood in 1972.
“My wife wanted to live in a really good
school district,” Phillips said, “and I wanted
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to be able to ride my bicycle to work.”
“We have no problem with taking the kids
to school,” Monica Ottosson said, who, along
with her husband and two children, has
been a resident for one and a half years. “It
takes me about five to 10 minutes to drive
them, and we also bike, which takes about 10
minutes.”
Greendell derives much of its identity
from its Eichler homes, which sprouted up
throughout the area in the mid-1950s. But
Greendell was predated by a community of
ranch-style homes called Fairfield Estates, a
name that faded with transformation.
“Nobody recognizes Fairfield Estates,”
Warren Storkman said, who has lived in his
ranch-style house since 1955, “and we were
the first group to be in this part of Palo Alto.
We were an isolated tract of homes, and
we were able to see Eichler come marching
toward us, building his houses and pushing
the cows out of the pastures.”
While some disagree on the neighborhood’s
name, there is consensus that it is peaceful
and friendly. Neighbors look out for one
another and gather for a block party every
Labor Day.
— Benjamin Custer, 2014

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Crescent Park
Child Development Center (Peekaboo), 4161 Alma
St.; Discovery Children’s House - Montessori, 303
Parkside Drive; Palo Alto Infant Toddler Center, 4111
Alma St.
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middlefield Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 4050 Middlefield
Road
LOCATION: between Ferne Avenue, San Antonio
Avenue and Mackay Drive
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Srini Sankaran,
president, Greendell Neighborhood Association,
admin@greendell.org; 650-485-1335
PARKS: Greenmeadow Park (private), 303 Parkside
Drive; Mitchell Park, 600 E. Meadow Drive
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS (NEARBY): Palo Alto Prep
School, 4000 Middlefield Road; Gideon Hausner
Jewish Day School, 450 and 470 San Antonio Road
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Fairmeadow Elementary School,
J.L. Stanford Middle School, Gunn High School
SHOPPING: Charleston Shopping Center, The Village
at San Antonio

San Alma

Palo Alto Weekly file photo

A

t the southern end of Palo Alto lies
a townhome complex with all the
ingredients for an active neighborhood:
history, friendship and a strong sense of
community.
“We think of ourselves as a neighborhood.
We interact with one another, we have group
activities,” said Ruth Foley, pointing to the picnics,
Christmas parties and a spring potluck under the
Heritage elm at the center of the complex.
San Alma (named for the intersection of San
Antonio Avenue and Alma Street) consists of
26 townhomes and eight below-market-rate
condominiums, built around a 40-foot-tall
American elm in 1974. In 2000, the by-then 60foot tree was named Heritage Tree No. 6, noted for
its historical significance as being on the site of the
Don Secundo Robles adobe, dating back to 1840.
But it isn’t the stately elm that pulls this
community together.
They come from multiple countries —
Russia, Korea, China, India, Brazil, France,
Mexico, U.S.A. — and from different ethnic
and cultural backgrounds, including African
American, Filipino American and Midwestern,
noted Barbara Best, president of the San Alma
Association.
“Ethnically, we’re sort of a microcosm of Palo
Alto,” Best said.
And, in those few townhomes and condos
reside a Stanford professor, Palo Alto
firefighter, engineer, doctor, Stanford track
director, a silver medalist from the 1982
Barcelona Olympics, high-tech salesperson, a
“professional volunteer” who won the Lifetime
of Achievements Award from Avenidas, a court

translator, a former Palo Alto mayor, a retired
high school teacher and retired Syntex scientist.
They celebrate their differences at those
picnics and potlucks and are even now trying to
pull together an authentic Korean barbecue —
with their Korean neighbors, of course.
Some of the original homeowners still reside
in the complex, while newer families have cycled
in over time. Three younger families, who knew
each other at Google, recently moved in.
And some, including Lupita Arce and John
Stone, began by renting in 1987. But when their
unit went on the market, they decided to stay —
only they chose a home around the corner with
a better floorplan for their family.
San Alma was designed by architect John
Brooks Boyd, who also designed homes for
Joseph Eichler. The complex consists of a
narrow semi-circular street, Ponce Drive, and
a cul-de-sac, Hemlock Court. There’s parking
for 12 visitors, but most are encouraged to
park along San Antonio Avenue or nearby
Briarwood Way. The one- and two-story
townhomes range from about 1,500 to 1,777
square feet, with small private backyards. The
front yards — planted with liquidambar, crepe
myrtle and olive trees — are considered part
of the common area, along with the swimming
pool, that is maintained by the homeowners
association. Fees are running $475 per month to
keep everything running smoothly.
The homeowners association board meets
monthly, and all residents once a year, but any
resident may bring an issue to the monthly
board meeting. Recently, homeowners got
together to agree on what color to paint the

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY):
Crescent Park Child Development Center (Peekaboo),
4161 Alma St.; Montessori School of Los Altos, 303
Parkside Drive; Infant Toddler Center, 4111 Alma St.
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middlefield Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middlefield
Road
LOCATION: east of Alma Street, off San Antonio
Avenue (including Ponce Drive and Hemlock Court)
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Barbara Best,
president, San Alma Association, 650-704-2160,
barbarabest@gmail.com
PARKS: Greenmeadow Park (private); Mitchell Park
(nearby), 600 East Meadow Drive
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS (NEARBY): Palo Alto Prep
School, 4000 Middlefield Road; Gideon Hausner
Jewish Day School, 450 and 470 San Antonio Road
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Fairmeadow Elementary School,
J.L. Stanford Middle School, Gunn High School
SHOPPING: San Antonio Shopping Center, The
Village at San Antonio Center

exterior and window trim, with six options
offered for individual doors.
In times of trouble, San Alma definitely
behaves as a community.
When a neighbor was knocked over by a
large dog, while walking her smaller one, others
rallied to bring her food and even found her
missing dog. ‘”Everybody swarmed in to help,”
Arce said.
— Carol Blitzer, 2014
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Greenmeadow

Veronica Weber

G

lass walls, open floor plans and
geometric design characterize the iconic
subdivision that emerged in South Palo
Alto in the early 1950s. A strong proponent of
fair and affordable housing, Joseph Eichler had
more than modern aesthetics in mind when
creating the Greenmeadow neighborhood, and
his community values resonate with residents to
this day.
The Greenmeadow Community Association,
made up entirely of volunteers, continues to
maintain strong bonds between nearly 300
homes in the neighborhood. Residents are
proud to be part of a community that cherishes
diversity, togetherness and, of course, Eichler
housing.
Robert Shaw remembers being enamored
with the openness of the single-story, flat-roofed
homes when he moved to the neighborhood
in 1975. But, beyond the architectural appeal
of the Eichlers, strong community ties set
Greenmeadow apart from the rest of the city,
residents said. Greenmeadow’s first-generation
families shared everything from linoleum
buffers to coffee pots, according to longtime
resident Sigrid Pinsky, and that spirit is
maintained between neighbors today.
“I think one of our strengths is our sense of
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history,” Pinsky, who moved there in 1991, said.
“We have a real sense of where we’ve come from
and what’s important and what we want to be in
the future.”
Every year the community hosts numerous
events to remember the past and celebrate
the present. Residents brag most about the
Greenmeadow Fourth of July bash — comprised
of athletic events, a marching band, a drill team
and a picnic lunch. The mayor typically joins
the fun, and everyone comes together to sing
“America the Beautiful,” which Pinsky said
moves her to tears, without fail.
“The piccolo gets me every time,” Pinsky said.
A house and garden tour, an egg hunt,
sporadic food-truck visits, karaoke parties and
potlucks fill the neighborhood’s social calendar.
The adults tend to go out together, and movie
nights at the park often turn into date nights for
the parents, noted Penny Ellson, a resident since
1995.
Many more functions, especially those for
kids, are centered around the Greenmeadow
Pool. Many of the neighborhood kids join the
swim team, fostering relationships between each
other and their families.
— Jennah Feeley, 2014

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY):
Crescent Park Child Development Center (Peekaboo),
4161 Alma St.; Montessori School of Los Altos, 303
Parkside Drive; Palo Alto Infant Toddler Center, 4111
Alma St.
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middlefield Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middlefield
Road
LOCATION: between Creekside Drive and Ferne
Avenue, Nelson Drive and Ben Lomond Drive
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Greenmeadow
Community Association, 650-494-3157,
greenmeadow.org; Jeff Schultz, president, jeschultz@
mac.com
PARKS: Greenmeadow Park (private); Mitchell Park
(nearby), 600 E. Meadow Drive
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS (NEARBY): Palo Alto Prep
School, 2462 Wyandotte St.; Gideon Hausner Jewish
Day School, 450 San Antonio Road
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Fairmeadow Elementary School,
J.L. Stanford Middle School, Gunn High School
SHOPPING: San Antonio Shopping Center, The
Village at San Antonio

Walnut Grove

Veronica Weber

D

uring festive times of the year, such as
Halloween, Walnut Grove neighborhood
comes alive with family fun.
The quiet, winding streets will fill with young
trick-or-treaters and their parents, such as Vipul
and Kristan Vyas and their son, Arjun. As the
couple walks through the neighborhood with
their Paw Patrol-clad 5-year-old, Vipul said they
expect to see fog machines, lights, pumpkins
and hay bales.
The Halloween decorating includes the
Vyases, though Vipul admitted that his wife
really does most of that work. Their home of
five years, a 1953 Burke and Wyatt/Eichler,
features a ghostly welcome and a scattering of
tombstones behind a little graveyard fence.
Down the road, and even across the street,
the houses look different, architecturally so.
The neighborhood, which was once a walnut
grove, started in the 1950s and today is about
half midcentury modern homes (Eichler or
Burke and Wyatt) and half ranch style. Another
architectural piece to note is the number of onestory homes, stemming from the single-story
overlay that was put in place more than 25 years
ago.
“The push for the overlay is actually why the
neighborhood association got started,” Vipul
said.
Today, the Walnut Grove Homeowners
Association continues to unite residents
to discuss city happenings, such as the
Charleston-Arastradero corridor traffic and
changes, and to socialize at their block parties.

Vipul said the potlucks that bring out 50 to 75
people are a great chance to meet one another.
In addition, as head of the association, Vipul
likes to bring in city experts to encourage
people to come out and learn more about the
community.
The gatherings include a mix of ages, from
retired homeowners and empty nesters to
renters and families with kids. Vipul estimates
that about 30 to 40 percent of the families have
children, including his own.
Tom Crystal, who moved to Palo Alto in 1965
for school, is now one of the retired members
of the neighborhood and has been living in
Walnut Grove for more than 30 years. During
this time, he has watched the trees get bigger
but the development stay small.
“The neighborhood has not changed an
awful lot in 50 years,” he said. “You won’t
see any monster homes happening in our
neighborhood. There is not a lot of pressure to
develop. The only way to go is up, and we have
already said no to that.”
The absence of development has kept the
area calm, making it good for retirees, like
himself, and children. Other nearby benefits
used by all include the libraries, schools and
community center. Even though the area
lacks development, the association members
like to track projects happening nearby, such
as the traffic calming along the CharlestonArastradero corridor.
“People have been calling for the calming of
the school corridor,” Crystal said. “There are

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY):
Crescent Park Child Development Center (Peekaboo),
4161 Alma St.; Montessori School of Los Altos, 303
Parkside Drive; Palo Alto Infant Toddler Center, 4111
Alma St.
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middleﬁeld Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: between East Charleston Road, Alma
Street and Adobe Creek
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Walnut Grove
Homeowners Association, Vipul Vyas, vipul.vyas@gmail.
com
PARKS: Greenmeadow Park (private); Mitchell Park,
600 E. Meadow Drive
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS (NEARBY): Palo Alto Prep School,
2462 Wyandotte St.; Gideon Hausner Jewish Day
School, 450 San Antonio Road
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Fairmeadow Elementary School,
J.L. Stanford Middle School, Gunn High School
SHOPPING: San Antonio Shopping Center, The Village
at San Antonio

so many students running up the corridor that
safety comes as a high priority for people who
live here.”
Crystal said people who move here for the
schools will also find that it has easy access to
just about everything they need at a price that is
“as close as you can get to affordable housing.”
— Brenna Malmberg, 2015
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Fairmeadow

Veronica Weber

N

avigating through the endless sea of
homes in suburban Palo Alto, one
neighborhood stands out from the rest.
The Fairmeadow community, affectionately
called “The Circles” by its residents, breaks from
neighboring areas neatly lined in a grid, and
instead, features concentric streets. The circular
layout and retro homes, built by Joseph Eichler
in the early 1950s, makes Fairmeadow a quirky
vision of never-ending roads and flat roofs.
Len Filppu, lead organizer for the
Fairmeadow Neighborhood Association, notes
that the unique layout makes for more than
just interesting architecture and is a specific
attraction and experience.
“You can’t say you’ve lived in Palo Alto unless
you’ve got lost in ‘The Circles’ at one point,” he
said.
In addition to a fun layout, the loopy roads of
Fairmeadow also serve a more practical purpose
by effectively ensuring slower traffic patterns
throughout the neighborhood.
“The circles keep the traffic low even though
we are close to the intersection of Alma and
Charleston,” Fairmeadow resident Ramji
Digumarthi said. Digumarthi, who has lived
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in the neighborhood since 1981, observes that
the resulting calm traffic and quaint vibe is a
major selling point for Fairmeadow, attracting a
diverse range of families seeking safer streets.
“It is a very cosmopolitan community,” he
added.
Families are also, in part, drawn to the area
because of Fairmeadow’s close proximity to
many distinguished schools within the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
“Having elementary and middle schools very
close is wonderful,” Digumarthi said. “It is great
for my kids.”
There are also various community amenities
within walking distance, such as the YMCA
and the Mitchell Park branch library. The new
library, which is currently under renovation
and slated to open in November, will feature
spacious, environmentally sustainable rooms
intended to meet the growing needs of the
neighborhood.
Residents will say, though, that the best part
of the Fairmeadow experience is the tightknit
community.
— Daffany Chan, 2014

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY): Besse
Bolton Kids’ Club, 500 E. Meadow Drive; Covenant
Children’s Center, 670 E. Meadow Drive; Ellen
Thacher Children’s Center, 505 E. Charleston Road;
Hoover Kids’ Club, 445 E. Charleston Road; Palo Alto
Infant Toddler Center, 4111 Alma St.
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middlefield Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 4050 Middlefield
Road
LOCATION: Bordered by East Charleston Road, East
Meadow Drive, Alma Street and J.L. Stanford Middle
School and Herbert Hoover Elementary School
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Fairmeadow
Neighborhood Association, Len Filppu, lead organizer,
650-857-1031, lenfilippu@earthlink.net
PARK: Mitchell Park, 600 E. Meadow Drive
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOL: Challenger School, 3880
Middlefield Road
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Fairmeadow and Hoover
elementary schools, J.L. Stanford Middle School,
Gunn High School
SHOPPING (NEARBY): Charleston Center

Charleston Meadows

Veronica Weber

C

harleston Meadows, a Palo Alto
neighborhood distinguished by the
sloping glass and wood facades of
its many 1950s Eichler homes, has barely
changed, according to Ellen Hartog, lifelong
resident of the neighborhood and co-president
of the Charleston Meadows Association
(CMA).
“The tree died,” Hartog joked, referring
to a recently removed pine that had long
made its home in Robles Park. But the
neighborhood’s iconic architecture, and even
some of its residents, have been there since the
neighborhood’s mid-century development,
Hartog said.
A stroll through the neighborhood’s
generous streets yields peeks at a vintage
Palo Alto. The neighborhood has maintained
its wood-framed style with laws outlined by
the Architectural Control Committee (ACC)
that prevent renovations from straying too
far from a home’s original architecture. In
some yards, lush landscapes protect large
glass windows in a form that stays true to the
original Eichler sentiment of fluid indoor and
outdoor spaces.
Robles Park is the site of the neighborhood’s

FACTS

annual community party.
“Everyone here has the same mentality
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Growing Tree
Preschool, 450 W. Charleston Road; Ventura Community
of family and outreach,” Hartog said. The
Center, 3990 Ventura Court
community members use online forums
to communicate with each other, as
FIRE STATION: No. 4, 3600 Middleﬁeld Road; No. 5,
600 Arastradero Road
when sharing babysitter and landscaper
recommendations.
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
But, like many a coveted Palo Alto
LOCATION: bounded by West Meadow Drive, Alma
neighborhood, the calm of Charleston Meadows
Street, Adobe Creek and El Camino Real
can be disturbed by the increased traffic and
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Ellen Hartog,
bustle of industrialization. Hartog pointed to
president, cmaboard@googlegroups.com, www.
Charleston Road, a four-lane street prone to
charlestonmeadows.org
speeding cars and limited crosswalks.
PARKS: Don Secundino Robles Park, 4116 Park
“I’ll always be an advocate of safer crossing,”
Blvd.; Monroe Mini Park (nearby), Monroe Drive and
she said.
Miller Avenue; Ventura Community Center Park and
Janaki Ramachandran, who moved to
Playground, 3990 Ventura Court
Charleston Meadows in late 2012 with her
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
husband and their two children, loves the
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Juana Briones Elementary School,
neighborhood’s easy access to California
Terman Middle School, Gunn High School
Avenue.
SHOPPING: The Village at San Antonio, Piazza’s
“The kids take piano classes near California
Shopping Center, Alma Village
Avenue,” she said. “So it’s very convenient.”
Ramachandran and her family all love
to bike, so when they moved to Palo Alto
Ramachandran said. “And our family can use
from Mountain View they were looking for a
the bus system when they visit.”
neighborhood that suited this lifestyle.
— Lena Pressesky, 2014
“We don’t have to rely on cars,”
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Monroe Park

A
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Veronica Weber

s a tight-knit community along the
border of Los Altos, the Monroe Park
neighborhood, located on the edge
of South Palo Alto between Adobe Creek,
El Camino Real and Del Medio and Silva
avenues, keeps close despite the city’s everchanging urban landscape.
The small neighborhood tucked behind
the landmark Dinah’s often spends
time protecting itself from cut-through
traffic caused by new office and housing
developments along El Camino Real and San
Antonio Road.
The neighborhood has had to learn to be
vocal, according to 40-year resident Linnea
Wickstrom,
because the neighborhood often feels like
it’s last on the list for community upgrades
because of its crossroads location. Right
now, residents are lobbying for bike-path
improvements.
“(This) neighborhood is a key bike
connector to/from Palo Alto, Mountain View
and Los Altos,” she says. “(We) need additional
improvements in bikeways within the
neighborhood and in connection to Mountain
View.”
Although nearby construction is causing
a temporary annoyance for residents, there
are plenty of reasons other than its proximity
to Mountain View and Los Altos that home
buyers choose Monroe Park over other Palo
Alto neighborhoods.
Fifteen-year resident Deirdre Crommie says
the mix of young families and retirees living
in homes on large lots on the neighborhood’s
tree-lined streets is what initially drew her to
the community.
“This neighborhood is quiet and very
relaxed,” she says. “It has a more rural feeling.
Residents are engaged in local politics and
advocate for this neighborhood. (There is also)
easy biking and walking access to shopping
and restaurants.”
The recent renovations to its neighborhood
park and namesake, Monroe Park, and the
neighborhood’s access to transportation,
recreation venues like the Elks Club and the
JCC are also a draw, says Crommie, as is the
neighborhood’s walkability (with a score in
the 60s) and easy access to three downtown
areas — California Avenue in Palo Alto,
Castro Street in Mountain View and Main
Street in Los Altos. She points out, however,
that school-aged children are often at a
disadvantage and the community occasionally
gets overlooked by local government when
decisions are made.
“Although our kids are in the Los Altos
School District,” she says, “they do not get
priority access to summer camps in Los
Altos. We are a tiny segment of the Los Altos
School District, so we have to fight extra
hard for our interests, especially when to

comes to safe routes to school and drawing
boundaries for school attendance. We have a
lot of new development surrounding this small
neighborhood with the redevelopment of the
Palo Alto bowling alley into dense housing, a
larger hotel and the new development along
San Antonio and El Camino Real. Also, we
straddle two communities, Palo Alto and Los
Altos, with our interests sometimes ignored by
both.”
Still the traditional neighborhood block
party each summer, and holidays like
Halloween, as well as the political savviness of
its residents make the small enclave special.
“We are an interesting neighborhood,”
Crommie said, “as we vote for the Palo
Alto City Council and the Los Altos School
Board. That keeps us well-informed on
many issues and in a unique perspective to
understand how two cities work. Yet, living
on the border of each city, we can, at times,
be marginalized. Thus, we need to work hard
as a community to advocate for our park,
streets and neighborhood’s walkability to
schools, and protection from development.
We do not take things for granted in this
neighborhood.”
—Melissa McKenzie, 2016

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS (NEARBY):
Children’s Corner, 97 Hillview Ave., Los Altos; Gideon
Hausner Jewish Day School, 450 San Antonio Road,
Palo Alto; Preschool Family, 4120 Middleﬁeld Road, Palo
Alto; Tiny Tots Preschool, 647 N. San Antonio Road, Los
Altos
FIRE STATION: No. 5, 600 Arastradero Road, Palo Alto
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road,
Palo Alto
LOCATION: bounded by Adobe Creek, El Camino Real
and Mountain View borders (near Silva Avenue)
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Monroe Park
Neighborhood Association, Linnea Wickstrom, president,
ljwickstrom@comcast.net
PARKS: Monroe Park, Monroe Drive and Miller Avenue;
Robles Park, on Park Blvd. between Meadow Drive and
Tennessee Lane
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave., Palo
Alto
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Los Altos School District — Santa
Rita Elementary School, Egan Junior High School;
Mountain View-Los Altos Union High School District
— Los Altos High School; Santa Clara County Ofﬁce of
Education — Bullis Charter School (K-8)
SHOPPING: San Antonio Shopping Center, Mountain
View; California Avenue, Palo Alto

Palo Alto Orchards

Veronica Weber

T

he neighborhood name, Palo Alto
Orchards, conjures up pastoral images of
when Santa Clara County was the Valley
of Heart’s Delight and there was nothing but
fruitful farmland as far as the eye could see.
On the other hand, the neighborhood’s
location — next to perpetually busy Arastradero
Road and El Camino Real, bustling with Silicon
Valley commuters and businesses — is far
removed from the bucolic days of yore.
Somehow, the small Palo Alto Orchards
still manages to boast quiet cul-de-sacs lined
with redwood trees and relatively modest
single-family homes (plus an apartment
building). The neighborhood is no longer full
of apricot orchards the way it was when it was
first developed in the mid-20th century, but
residents still consider it something of an oasis.
“I love that we are walking distance from
Juana Briones Park, which is one of Palo Alto’s
best, in addition to being within walking
distance of all of the schools,” said 13-year
resident and mother of three Casie Walker.
Juana Briones Park, in fact, contains some
heritage apricot trees planted to honor the area’s
past life.
Walker and her husband have sent her two
oldest children through nearby Juana Briones
Elementary School and onto Terman Middle
School. It’s a kid-friendly place, she said. Since
there isn’t much in the way of through traffic,
kids can feel comfortable playing outside just as
residents did back in the good old days.

“Our neighborhood is full of single-family
homes, with a mix of young families and some
original owners who have owned the homes
since they were built in 1950. Our neighbors
have been, without exception, absolutely lovely
people. My children always have friends to play
and walk to school with,” she said.
Current neighborhood association president
John Spiller and his family first moved to
the neighborhood in 1997, also drawn to the
proximity to high-quality local schools within
walking distance. They soon discovered that the
enclave’s location close to several nearby towns
gave them a wealth of eating and shopping
options, in addition to the shops and eateries
along El Camino.
“Being in the southern part of Palo Alto allows
us to easily explore the restaurants on California
Avenue, the new San Antonio Village and the
downtowns of Los Altos and Mountain View. It
is just so convenient to everything,” he said.
One ongoing issue for residents has been
traffic on the Charleston-Arastradero corridor
and the resulting controversial traffic-calming
measures. Some feel the changes have caused
greater congestion in residential areas but
others feel the improved safety, especially for
cyclists, pedestrians, and students on their way
to and from school, is a big success.
“Ingress and egress from Arastradero can be a
challenge, although the Arastradero/Charleston
new-road alignment is a big improvement,”
Spiller said.

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Palo Alto
Montessori School, 575 Arastradero Road; Palo Alto
Preschool, 4232 El Camino Real; Young Life Christian
Pre-School, 687 Arastradero Road
FIRE STATION: No. 5, 600 Arastradero Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: includes McKellar Lane, Suzanne Court,
Suzanne Drive, Kelly Way, Lorabelle Court and
Arastradero Road
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: John Spiller,
rice49er@pacbell.net, 650-483-8815
PARKS: Juana Briones Park, 609 Maybell Ave.; Terman
Park, 655 Arastradero Road
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOL: Bowman International School,
4000 Terman Road
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Juana Briones Elementary School,
Terman Middle School, Gunn High School
SHOPPING: El Camino Real, San Antonio Village

Palo Alto Orchards’ small size — around 100
homes — means many folks know and actively
engage with one another. They have adapted to
high-tech ways of doing so, turning to online
message groups to discuss local issues. But
old-fashioned neighborhood socials are still
popular, too.
“Neighbors enjoy our yearly block parties
and are vigorously exchanging views on our
Nextdoor website,” Spiller said.
—Karla Kane, 2016
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Barron Park

Palo Alto Weekly file photo

A

quiet contrast to Silicon Valley’s
technology hub, Barron Park is almost
anachronistic amidst the bustle of the
city, with its lush, pastoral setting.
Strolling down the sidewalk-less streets lined
with trees and walking up to the pasture near
Cornelis Bol Park, one can meet Barron Park’s
“mascots” — the donkeys, Perry and Niner.
Watching them graze serenely, you can tune out
the traffic on El Camino Real and feel like you
have stepped back in time.
Barron Park’s history dates back to the 1850s
when it was initially occupied as Mayfield Farm
and later sold to Edward Barron, a mining
magnate, after whom it was named. In 1925,
a 62-lot Santa Clara County subdivision was
laid out by Colonel Sebastian Jones and later
annexed to Palo Alto in 1975.
Today, the homes in Barron Park — from
the million-dollar ones to those in the Buena
Vista mobile-home park — are as diverse as the
people who live here. Recent years have seen
an influx of people from different cultures and
even different countries, perhaps lured in by
the Silicon Valley boom and the proximity to
Stanford Research Park.
“I really love this quirky mix of people in the
community,” said Kumiko Toft, a mother of two
who has lived there since 2008.
Like the people, traditions in Barron Park
also range from the old, such as the annual
May Fete started in 1978 with its maypoles and
music, to the new, such as the Lunar New Year
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Celebration, featuring a Lion Dance acrobatic
troupe, in February.
Rakhi Singh, a new resident, admits that
it was Barron Park’s ambiance of a “nestled
community” that attracted her when she moved
in 2012. “And the donkeys; my kids love the
donkeys,” she added.
Despite its isolated appearance, Barron Park’s
residents are far from detached when it comes
to engaging themselves in city-wide efforts
or addressing local environmental issues.
Barron Park prides itself on being one of the
first neighborhoods to take part in the city’s
emergency preparedness initiative, “Quakeville,”
and launching one of the first neighborhood
Green Teams.
Singh was also impressed by the support and
warm welcome her family received from the
neighborhood association. Formed during the
long-standing debate of annexation with Palo
Alto, the Barron Park Association (BPA), apart
from organizing community events, has been
at the forefront of addressing issues such as
the flooding of Barron Creek in the 1990s and
a subsurface groundwater contamination of
Matadero Creek in 1982.
Judith Wasow, a resident since 1977, feels that
the layout of the neighborhood itself contributes
to its “cohesive, embracing” atmosphere, with
almost all the streets leading into the area
around Bol Park. Her husband, Tom Wasow, a
professor at Stanford University, still commutes
by bicycle, as do many of the other residents,

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Barron Park
Children’s Center, 800 Barron Ave.; Barron Park
Preschool, 3650 La Donna Ave.; Barron Park Kids’ Club,
800 Barron Ave.; Juana Briones Kids’ Club, 4100 Orme
St.
FIRE STATION: No. 5, 600 Arastradero Road
LIBRARY: College Terrace branch, 2300 Wellesley St.;
Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: roughly between Chimalus Drive and
Maybell Avenue, El Camino Real and Gunn High School
ﬁelds
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Markus Fromherz,
president, president@bpaonline.org, bpapaloalto.org
PARKS: Cornelis Bol Park, Laguna Avenue between
Barron and Matadero avenues; Juana Briones Park, 609
Maybell Ave.
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Barron Park and Juana Briones
elementary schools, Terman Middle School, Gunn High
School
SHOPPING: Alma Plaza, San Antonio Shopping Center,
California Avenue

encouraged by the well-laid-out bike path that
runs all the way to the foothills.
In the 35 years that she has lived here, schools
have changed, many homes have been renovated,
and the city has undergone tremendous
development. Yet, the semi-rural “charm” of the
neighborhood remains to this day.
— Ranjini Raghunath, 2014
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Green Acres

Veronica Weber

W

hen Catherine Shen moved into her
Green Acres home in 2008, she was
welcomed with open arms by the other
residents who she described as “polite and
courteous.” The block and potluck parties held
by the neighborhood association have played a
big part in the development of community and
a sense of belonging.
For Eva Gal, the best part about living in
Green Acres is getting to know her neighbors.
The occasional parties and Easter egg hunts
have been integral.
“People I met 35 years ago are still here,” she
said. “We’re all respectful of privacy, but caring
and concerned.”
Both Shen and Gal speak highly of their
neighbors. As a group, they are constantly
meeting to “(think) of more activities to bring
people together and get to know each other
better,” Shen said.
This congenial spirit has been ever-present
for residents despite the unique construction of
the Green Acres neighborhood. Separated by
Arastradero Road, Green Acres is divided into
two: Green Acres I, on the south end, was built
in the early 1950s followed by Green Acres II to
the north.
Shen describes Green Acres as a distance
away from Downtown Palo Alto and other city
fixtures, a facet she sees as a benefit.
“Being in this location, though it is away from
Palo Alto, is still very convenient,” she said. “We
have more choices (for shopping). We can go
(downtown) or to the San Antonio Center in
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Mountain View or wherever.”
Other residents sing the praises of having
Juana Briones Elementary, Terman Middle and
Gunn High schools within close proximity as
another community attraction.
The three schools attracted Nancy Mott
and her family, who moved to the area in
1985 because she said such an occurrence was
“unusual.”
Gal has noticed a cycle within the
neighborhood where the prevalence of children
rises and falls as a result of the schools being
a hot selling point. When she first moved to
her home in 1971, she said there were “lots
of children” and the number has gone up and
down, beginning to rise once more. There also
was an orchard in the neighborhood that she
recalls, a time she said, “There weren’t many
cars present.”
Traffic can now be “bothersome,” according to
Gal, but the area is still “very much quiet.”
“Very quiet is a good way to put it,” Mott said.
“We can walk and jog comfortably.”
Joe Hirsh described the neighborhood slightly
differently, calling it “safe and steady.”
He came to Green Acres in 1974 as a single
parent with three children and a dog.
“I wouldn’t stay here for (over) 40 years if I
didn’t think (it was safe,)” he said.
Hirsh described Green Acres as being
full “of working, intelligent and interesting
people, people who are very interested in their
community.” He’s seen a surge in community
spirit as they have become more politically

FACTS
CHILD CARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Palo Alto
Montessori School, 575 Arastradero Road; Whistlestop
Child Development Center, 3801 Miranda Ave. No. T6B;
Young Life Christian Pre-School, 687 Arastradero Road
FIRE STATION: No. 5, 600 Arastradero Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: Nina Bell, greenacres.1@gmail.com
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: (Green Acres I)
Alice Sklar, a2sklar@aol.com; (Green Acres II) Betsy
Allyn, 650-493-8859 DIED 2014
PARKS: Juana Briones Park, 609 Maybell Ave.; Terman
Park, 655 Arastradero Road
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PRIVATE SCHOOL: Bowman International School,
4000 Terman Drive
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Juana Briones Elementary School,
Terman Middle School, Gunn High School
SHOPPING: El Camino Real, San Antonio Shopping
Center, Downtown Los Altos

active as a group concerned about the increase
in development of the area.
Green Acres residents also love that their
utilities are underground. Mott calls the area
“very pretty” as a result. The neighborhood
was the city’s pilot project for undergrounding
utilities and has since been the model for other
areas.
“I hope to live here for many many more
years,” Hirsch said.
— Tre’vell Anderson, 2014

Greater Miranda

Veronica Weber

L

ocal connections led Brian Steen to his
Greater Miranda home in 2003, and
he and his wife have enjoyed the quiet
neighborhood ever since. The previous owner
attended their church in Palo Alto, and the
couple had seen the home many times when
they drove her home from church. The woman
mentioned she was selling her home, and
they inquired further with great interest and
eventually purchased the home.
“She was thrilled to know who would go into
her house,” Steen said.
Now having lived in the neighborhood for
more than 10 years, Steen said they have been
pleasantly surprised with its international
community, natural wildlife and connections to
activities.
On their block, Steen listed off a cultural
mix that includes Pakistani, British, Russian
and Indian residents. Steen said it makes for
interesting conversation and people have offered
travel tips for different parts of the world.
Steen, who previously worked as a forestry
officer in locations such as Big Sur, also
notices the nature in his backyard. The largest
piece being Adobe Creek that runs along his
backyard, dividing Greater Miranda from
Los Altos. In their time in the home, they
have never had any issues with the creek

overflowing, he said. Above the river, Steen
said lots of birds fly around, including a
resident hawk who has lived in the area for
many years.
Down a few blocks, the bicentennial oak tree
stands tall in a neighbor’s yard, and other tree
varieties also grow in the neighborhood, such as
eucalyptus.
Steen also pulls out a map from the 1880s
that shows what the area looked like back when
Juana Briones, a pioneering businesswoman
and property owner, had her name and family
members’ names on the land, which included a
number of orchards.
Today the neighborhood doesn’t have any
orchards, but a nearby park carries the name
of Juana Briones. That park is also near Juana
Briones Elementary School, Terman Middle
School and Gunn High School, making it
convenient for families with kids.
“High school kids can dash off to school in no
time,” Steen said.
For those not in school, the neighborhood is
also close to shopping and Foothill Expressway,
which is great for walkers and bikers. Steen,
who used to live further north in Palo Alto,
appreciates how he can quickly connect with a
number of bike trails.
The neighborhood also offers its own

FACTS
CHILDCARE AND PRESCHOOLS: Whistle Stop Child
Development Center, 3801 Miranda Ave., No. T6B
FIRE STATION: No. 5, 600 Arastradero Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: Miranda Avenue, Arroyo Court, Miranda
Green and Moana Court
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Don Nielson,
650-941-2429
PARKS: Terman Park, 655 Arastradero Road; Juana
Briones Park, 609 Maybell Ave.
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.; 3801
Miranda Ave. (inside VA hospital)
PRIVATE SCHOOL: Bowman International School,
4000 Terman Drive
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Juana Briones Elementary School,
Terman Middle School, Gunn High School
SHOPPING: El Camino Real, San Antonio Shopping
Center

activities throughout the year, such as the
Fourth of July. On this holiday, Steen said one
of the blocks closes down and is filled with food
stands and games.
“It’s a great time for everyone to get together,”
Steen said.
—Brenna Malmberg, 2016
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Esther Clark Park

Veronica Weber

I

n many ways, the character of Palo Alto’s
Esther Clark neighborhood is exemplified
by Esther Clark Park, located directly off of
Arastradero Road. A 21-acre nature preserve, it
remains a highlight for those who enjoy a place
of tranquility and natural beauty.
The best way for a visitor to enter the park
is from Old Adobe Road where drivers are
enveloped with a tunnel of trees arching over
the inclined road. Driving further on, the road
meanders up and down, and up again even
more steeply. Esther Clark Park neighborhood
feels like a secret, hidden behind winding hills
and impressive Spanish-style villas. After a short
drive to the end of the road is the park, settled
against the last few houses in the neighborhood.
A sign greets the visitor: “Palo Alto Open
Space.”
Dr. Esther Clark was one of the key founders
of the Palo Alto Medical Clinic, and she also
established her own nonprofit with the goal
of helping children with disabilities. Richard
Horn, one of the many veteran residents of Old
Adobe Road and a retired pediatrician himself,
remembers the highly respected Palo Alto figure
fondly for what she brought to his beloved
neighborhood.
“Esther Clark owned all of this property, and
she developed Old Adobe Road ... (the land)
was donated with the understanding that it
would be open space ... “ he said, adding that,
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“The neighborhood is nicely isolated, but also
acts like a classic American neighborhood with
lots of space.”
Joining Mr. Horn as a longtime resident of the
Esther Clark neighborhood, Katy Clancey and
her daughter Jeannie talked about their love for
their neighborhood.
“You’re living in a rural setting, but you’re five
minutes away from towns like Los Altos,” Katy
Clancey said.
Her daughter Jeannie chimed in as well: “It
is absolutely the perfect place to live because
of its calmness ... the park is a treasure to this
neighborhood.”
Interestingly, both Clancey and Horn
mentioned the development that has taken
place and is still ongoing on Old Adobe Road
and Old Trace Lane. The original homes were
more rustic and spaced out from one another.
“There used to be a lot of smaller houses, but
now there is more development of bigger ones,”
Horn said.
One resident said that he considered the
new homes popping up as “monstrosities.”
Katy Clancey half-heartedly agreed with these
criticisms as well, but is still optimistic and very
content with her surroundings.
“It’s hard for those of us who love this old
rural setting ... but it is exciting to see new
energy in the neighborhood,” she said, adding
that there had been barbecues at the end of

FACTS
FIRE STATION: No. 5, 600 Arastradero Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: from Old Adobe Road to Manuela Avenue,
off Arastradero Road, including Old Trace Road
PARK: Esther Clark Park, Old Trace Road
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Nixon Elementary School, Terman
Middle School, Gunn High School
SHOPPING: El Camino Real, Downtown Los Altos

the street in which all of the residents, both
longtime and new, came together and enjoyed
their little paradise.
The park itself still looks exactly as Esther
Clark had intended: open space reaches into
the horizon, providing plenty of opportunity
for people to enjoy nature as well as partake in
activities.
“People do a lot of walking, riding horses and
jogging,” Mr. Horn said.
It’s understandable that these residents are so
fond of their neighborhood, as it feels tucked
away into a part of Palo Alto that feels rural,
even though, just down the hill, there are large
corporate office buildings — an immediate
reminder of how special the neighborhood’s
peaceful atmosphere is.
—Patrick Condon, 2016

Palo Alto Hills

Veronica Weber

T

he drive to Palo Alto Hills is unlike the drive
home most Palo Alto residents experience.
Winding rural roads with glimpses of rolling
golden hills through the foliage and very few
cars make for an enjoyable commute home for
residents of this neighborhood. and it’s easy to
forget it’s only a stone’s throw from Silicon Valley.
The Palo Alto Hills neighborhood is an oasis
for those looking for a serene setting to live in.
With large lots featuring sizable homes with
breathtaking views of the Bay Area, it is an ideal
place to get away.
Palo Alto Hills residents moved to the
neighborhood for many of the same reasons, to
get away from the busy Silicon Valley life and
relax in a place with friendly neighbors and
spectacular views.
Palo Alto Hills resident Mark Nadim has lived
in the neighborhood for 30 years and still says
his favorite thing about his home is its natural,
relaxing qualities.
“It’s nice to have the fresh air and wildlife,”
Nadim said. “It really makes it a serene place to
live.”
Other Palo Alto Hills residents like Jay Weber
are very appreciative of the neighborhood’s
tranquility. Weber was particularly taken by the
laid-back, private atmosphere when he moved
in seven years ago.
“The partly rural feel of the neighborhood
is nice. It is quiet, but not deathly quiet. It is
quiet enough that you can take a deep breath
and take it all in,” Weber said. “It is also a nice
drive when you are coming back from work and
driving through the trees. You feel like you’re
going to a different space.”
In order to have larger lot sizes, residents

must live further apart and do not see each
other as frequently as they might if they lived
in another Palo Alto neighborhood. For Weber
this was a big adjustment for him and his wife
when they moved from Menlo Park. While they
do not see people as often as they did in their
previous neighborhood, Weber says they do see
a few neighbors when they go on walks or runs.
There is still a strong sense of community in
the neighborhood.
“We do not always see our next-door
neighbors,” Nadim said. “We may not be close
by but I know that if I need help, it is only a
phone call or an email away.”
Within Palo Alto Hills, residents have easy
access to a few activities including the Palo
Alto Hills Golf Course and Country Club
and Foothills Park. Access to Foothills Park
is particularly exciting for Weber and his wife
since they lived in Menlo Park prior to moving
to Palo Alto Hills and the park only allows Palo
Alto residents to visit.
“Foothills Park is a real gem and a real plus
to the neighborhood,” Weber said. “When we
were looking at this house, we were Menlo Park
residents so they wouldn’t let us into the park
and we wanted to see it. We saw it on the map
but we didn’t know what a gem it really was
until we actually moved here.”
While residents do have easy access to a
variety of outdoor activities and live in a very
peaceful, secluded place, simple things like going
downtown or doing grocery shopping are more
time-consuming than they are for most Palo Alto
residents. Most attractions within Palo Alto and
surrounding cities are at least a 20-minute drive
away. Nadim says this can make it more difficult

FACTS
FIRE STATION: No. 8 Foothills Park, 3000 Page Mill
Road (during summer); No.5 600 Arastradero Road
LIBRARY: Mitchell Park branch, 3700 Middleﬁeld Road
LOCATION: Off Page Mill Road: Alexis Drive, Country
Club Court, Bandera Drive and Laurel Glen Drive
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Mark Nadim,
president, 650-949-5672, paloaltohillsna@gmail.com
PARK: Foothills Park, 3300 Page Mill Road
POST OFFICE: Cambridge, 265 Cambridge Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Nixon Elementary School, Terman
Middle School, Gunn High School
SHOPPING: El Camino Real, Downtown Los Altos,
California Avenue

to stay connected to the Palo Alto community.
To maintain connections within the
neighborhood, Nadim, who also happens to be
the president of the neighborhood association,
organizes an annual holiday party at the country
club. The event brings neighbors together
to celebrate the holidays as well as address
neighborhood business. It is very popular
among residents and is a favorite neighborhood
event of Weber’s.
Although it is more remote than any other
neighborhood in Palo Alto, residents still find
their location ideal because they are close to
outdoor areas that most locals do not get to visit
on a daily basis.
“Every morning when I run up to Vista Hill,
I get to see the whole Bay Area laid out in front
of me,” Weber said. “I get that same view three
times a week but that is still the highlight of
living here for me.”

—Rachel van Gelder, 2016
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You matter.
I care.
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Buying or selling a home is one of
WKHPRVWVLJQLÀFDQWGHFLVLRQVDQ\RI
XVPDNHDQGWKHUHDOHVWDWHPDUNHWLV
PRUHFRPSHWLWLYHWKDQHYHU
:RUNZLWKDORFDOH[SHUWZKRKDVD
VXFFHVVIXOWUDFNUHFRUGRIKHOSLQJ
ERWKEX\HUVDQGVHOOHUVDFKLHYHWKHLU
UHDOHVWDWHGUHDPVDQGJRDOV

D
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5HDOHVWDWHLVDERXWSURSHUW\DQG
GHDOVDQGUHVXOWV%XWIRUDQ\UHVXOW
WREHWUXO\VXFFHVVIXOLWVKRXOGÀUVW
DQGIRUHPRVWEHDERXWWKHSHRSOH
)RUPHLWLV
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Sharon Witte
650-269-6700
sharon@sharonwitte.com
www.sharonwitte.com
CalBRE# 00842833
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Stanford Express Care
Express Care When You Need It
Stanford Express Care clinic is an extension of Primary Care services
at Stanford, offering same or next day appointments for minor illness
or injuries that require timely treatment.
Our dedicated team of Primary Care physicians, nurse practitioners
and physician assistants treat all ages and most minor illnesses and
injuries, including:
•
•
•
•

Colds and flu
Rashes
Gastrointestinal problems
Bladder infections

•
•
•
•

Headaches
Back pain
Sports injuries
Minor cuts

Express Care hours: Monday–Sunday, 9:00am–9:00pm.
For more information, please call 650.736.5211 or visit us
online at stanfordhealthcare.org/expresscare.
Stanford Hoover Pavilion
211 Quarry Road, Suite 102
Palo Alto, CA 94304
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ZachTrailerGroup

Community
Connected

Ranked #105 in the US per 2016 Wall Street Journal
Born and raised in Palo Alto, Zach offers invaluable insight into the
neighborhoods of the mid-Peninsula.

OLD PALO ALTO

2203 SOUTH COURT

SOLD $10,495,000

PROFESSOR VILLE

1410 TASSO STREET

SOLD $2,650,000

DOWNTOWN PALO ALTO

3BR +OFFICE / 3BA

AVAILABLE OFF MARKET

CRESCENT PARK

405 MARLOWE STREET

SOLD $8,300,000

DOWNTOWN PALO ALTO

125 HAWTHORNE AVENUE
127 HAWTHORNE AVENUE

SOLD $2,265,000
SOLD $2,300,000

MENLO PARK

NEW CONSTRUCTION

AVAILABLE OFF MARKET

ZachTrailerGroup
WSJ Top 150 Agents Nationwide

650.906.8008

www.zachtrailer.com | ztrailer@zachtrailer.com
Information deemed reliable but not guaranteed. License# 01371338
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